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Chiachyi Chiu:
谢谢!我们爱你!
The Class of 2011 is honored to dedicate this year's Griffin to Mrs. Chiu.

The class of 2011 is honored to dedicate the 2011 Griffin to Chiachyi Chiu, our loving mentor, teacher, and role model, but above all, mother. From supplying endless amounts of Chinese gummies and cooking delicious dumplings in the Moss common room to teaching timid first-year Chinese students how to yo-yo, Mrs. Chiu is known for her dedication to her students and her warm heart. Lao Shui, as even those who do not take Chinese affectionately call her, has welcomed each and every one of us into the school.

Lao Shui is forever teaching us life lessons, in and out of the classroom, and she is never too busy to listen to our problems. While she has one of the busiest schedules in the school she still finds time to talk to every student who needs help. Lao Shui has helped the Class of 2011 through every little bump in our St. Andrew’s road. Mrs. Chiu has never turned away from a student in need and this is why we love her. She has always given 100% to the class of 2011 even when pressed for time. Without the wisdom of Mrs. Chiu, the class of 2011 would not have become the leaders, students, and friends we are today. Mrs. Chiu, we will miss you and we could never do enough to repay for your wisdom, support, friendship, and most of all love that you have provided us over the last 4 years. You make St. Andrew’s an amazing place to live and learn.

THANK YOU, WE LOVE YOU!
Student Life
Kzamora’s final words:
Thanks to BECA’s Society—please keep it up guys! Things that I love: Honduras, soccer, Wedding Crashers! I love my mother, SAS, my friends here and in Honduras (the Zelaya family specially), I love God, and I thank Him for my successful four years at SAS. I love Grandpas, and the rest of my family.

Friends that I would never forget:
Chae J, Dheuris R, Mary W (You are the best Mary), Tony H, Pete M, Forest B, Andrew L, Robert L, Ali A, Cortney S, Nancy & Bella L, Madison B, Grace M (only if I were Le Toux!), Megan G, Margoux L, Charlie R, Casey S. (thanks for our moments together—hard to forget them). Kristina K (thanks for always being there for me), Selena W, Marco P, Celeste L, Will R (never change man!), to all the freshmen: I love you all guys, you are the best class...you made my Senior year! Special thanks to: Colin B (my little bro), Jamie O (you are so special), Caroline S (You are funny!), Megan Hasse (how can I be as cool as you are? I love you!), Joseph, Bri, Nolan, Emma, Elsa, TJ (man, you got some energy...just like me my freshman year!), Anand (duh, I love you man! Thanks for being so nice, and for our FIFA, The Office times, and thanks for no crying every time I beat you at soccer stuff), Dani M, Noah, Ysabel, Charlotte B, Oriana, etc.

Faculty to thank: Mrs. Schuller: I love you so much, thanks for everything, your family is fantastic, and I will miss you all. Mrs. Zendt: You have no idea how much I am going to miss you. I love you! Thanks for your love, and your advice. Mr. Duffy: Man, Creo que nunca podria encontrar alguien como vos; mi pana, te voy a extrañar bastante. Gracias por todo! Bernadette: what am I going to do without you? Taylor C.: I absolutely love your family dude. Thanks for everything! Mr. Wallace: I respect you a lot and I love the way you teach. Mrs. Hurtt: You were one of my favorite teachers of all times. Thanks a lot. Al Woods: Man, I am going to miss you. Thanks for your special treatments. you are the best trainer in the whole world! ("We are a beautiful mess!"). Señora: Gracias por todo! The Roaches: Thanks for always being there for me. thanks for believing in me. GET

HERE CALDWELLS! Super Special thanks: to my dear mother (I love you mom), the Taylor Family in CA, Sallie Graves and her family for their support, The Strong Family in NYC for their love, Lorenzo Birdseye (my mom you are the best bro) Hillary Hammell and her family for giving me the chance of my life! And everyone else part of BECA (Bilingual Education Center) for your support and love! I love you all guys. Thanks SAS for everything... I will be back some day! Bye bye :) With love,

Kervin Zamora
#19

- You can find me on Facebook, my future college, BECA, schools, and Honduras!
So it's been four years. I never thought I'd come to this point and look back on all that this place has done to me, forever. And at all the times you met me, and saw, "Well, I guess it really did work out for you." For a long time, this place put me through hell. It tore me to pieces, inside and out, morosely and aggressively tried to change the way I perceive life and the people around me. I can say, I no longer feel the process. But that was something I never would have found. That this place has really done to me. It is something that I can't promise I'll ever be able to fully explain, but the bottom line is, this place changed me. It flipped me around from the bottom up. And altered the way I see everything around me. It changed the way I think about life, happiness. What it means to be real, religion, friends, death, family, independent, confidence, love, and all the other things that have to do with anything people can believe in or experience. I'm not usually the kind of person who will gladly open up all of my feelings, emotions, and personal thoughts, but through all of the people I've been close with at this place, each and every one of you has caused me to open my mind entirely. You have been the cause of this change. Granted, I may not have enjoyed everyone and everything that has happened to me, but the thing that resonates deeply, that each and every one of you have brought me just that much closer to understanding myself and what I'm all about. If you're still reading this, you've probably helped me more ways than you understand. Because of you, I am able to appreciate what are most assuredly the most significant years of my life, and to be incredibly grateful for everything I have been through here. Because of you, I have grown. Because of you, I have changed. Without you, I would not have become me.
ALEXANDER J MATTHERS

THANK YOU TO ALL OF MY WONDERFUL FRIENDS FOR MAKING LIFE INTERESTING
Thanks to: all my friends, Hillier Quad ’10-11, my freshmen on Hillier, Golds, Mr. Costa, Mrs. Chiu, Mr. O’Connell, Class of 2011, St. Andrew’s community, and my parents for their unconditional love.

To SAS: Thanks for 4 interesting years.
Shout Outs To All Who Made My Time Here Amazing!

All the roommates, Jameson, Scaps, Kervin (Freshman Quad Forever) Pete, Tony, Forrest Robert
Charles “Danger” Martin
You made living here worth it, made this place my home.

To my crew, Jack, Jameson, Bruno, it’s been a real good time, you’ll always be my brothers.

Sam Lee, we will always be there for each other, I trust you like none other.

Chae Jeon, your friendship has meant the world to me from the very beginning, I will forever treasure it.

To my other friends, Jaime, Plautz, PK, Gosnell, Watson, Cochran, Erin, the Dalrymples, Adrienne, Anna Lim, Crawford, Amanda and especially Katie. I want to thank you for making these past four years unforgettable.

To Schmolze, stay rowdy, stay fun, but stay gentlemen!

To the teachers and families who guided me through, the Caldwell's, Wallaces, Browns, Scoville, and Matt Carroll. Your advice has kept me going for so long.

Thanks to my family, Eric, Mom, Dad, for being behind me 100% of the way.
I’ll miss the best times of my life.

James Metcalf
Some thanks:
To every teacher who has inspired me to reach further, to work harder, and take the extra step; thank you. Ms. Matouk, thank you for instilling some small sense of humility in me. Mr. DeSalvo, Mr. Hutchinson, thank you for having incredible drive every day. Mr. Hammond, Ms. O'Shea, and Mr. Kemer: Thank you for the patience you displayed in explaining to me that which I did not understand. Mr. Roach, thank you for fueling my idealism. Ms. Pressman, thank you for teaching me to write well. Ms. Caldwell, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Duffy, Mr. Carroll, and Mr. Hutchinson once more: Thank you for teaching me to compete.

To the Class of 2011:
I could not single out one person or one group from our class as more important during my three years than another. Living with you guys has been an incredible pleasure, and I hate that it has to end. We’re all going on to great futures all over the world, and hopefully we’ll achieve the goals we have set out. I wish all of you good luck, and I hope that I can see some of you guys on the other side.

To the Class of 2012
From when you guys were freshmen, you always had an incredible energy in everything that you did. Jake, Ike, Khary, Will, Maas, Martin, Mason, and Jawah: Playing football for two years wouldn’t have been as much fun as it was with you guys. Alec, Henry, Dayton, Klein: You have my utmost respect for pushing through under a (partially) insane coach. I know that all of you, as a class, will do incredibly well leading the school next year.

To Schmolze 2010-2011:
From Fifa, COD, and Halo to unfortunate “raids”, you guys were crazy and challenging all year. I’m confident that you guys will survive and thrive during junior and senior years. Don’t do anything too crazy that you will regret, but also don’t miss out on the opportunities you have. St. Andrews will be over before you even realize it, and you guys shouldn’t feel like you missed out on anything.

“For all those whose cares have been our concern, the work goes on, the cause endures, the hope still lives, and the dream shall never die.”-Ted Kennedy

For as long as I have been a part of St. Andrews, it has meant more than a school, a home, or even a community. It has been a place where the highest ideals could shine, and people could fulfill their potential to be the smartest, most courteous, and best all-round people possible. I have continuously felt as if I was able to participate in any activity that I could fit in my schedule, and that I was welcome anywhere. I felt able to achieve whatever I wanted because of the tangible atmosphere of acceptance and support from everyone around me. For a school of 300 students, we always seemed to have at least five diehard fans at each and every sports event. The culture of friendship through shared burdens buoyed and lifted me throughout my three years here. I can only hope that future classes are inspired to work in school and after to make the world a better place.

“Always remember where you come from, but never let it define you. You are who you are because of what you’ve done, and no one can take that from you.”

One parting piece of wisdom: Never take St. Andrews for granted. Your time here is precious.

To the Class of 2014:
I have the utmost confidence in your class to bring St. Andrews to heights it still has yet to reach. I will never forget your games, your jokes, your pranks, or sometimes-too-loud squeals of excitement. I know that your class can surf the waves of adversity at our school with ease and aplomb. I will not be surprised if I return in three years and see St. Andrews as a brighter and happier place. Make me proud, because I know you can.
"Can It Be That It Was All So Simple"
-Wu-Tang Clan

Shout outs:

I'll never forget you guys, thanks for everything.

Jamie McEllhiney 25
Amanda- To my sister and my best friend. I thank you for all that you have done for me. St. Andrew’s would not have been the same without you. I love you and can’t wait for more memories and times together.

Nick- To my favorite roommate and best friend. I love you and thank you for everything.

Elizabeth- Thank you for being there for me and always making me laugh.

Mackenzie- You have always been there for me in my ups and downs and I thank you for all you have done for me. I will miss you.

Henrietta- Thank you for the memories. I will miss you so much.

SAS CLASS OF 2011!
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE MEMORIES AND I WISH THE BEST FOR EACH OF YOU

Thank you so much to all the people who have helped me grow and become a better person. SAS has been a home filled with memories that I will remember forever. Thank you especially to, Mrs. Roach, Terrell, Mrs. Fritz, Mr. Speers, Carroll, McGowan, Hurtt, and Al for always being there for me in both good and hard times.

James- thanks for our fun times together and always remember who is the real madden champ.

Mr. Roach- Thank you for being a second father and the best advisor I could have. I will miss our breakfasts together.

Thank you to Peter, Cesca, Charlotte, the squash boys, Melhado, Molly, Caitlin, Maddie, whiting, Elia, Alice, Sean, Leda, Bob, Aust Mike, Hillier, Sal, Mais, Kings, Mom, Dad, Rudy, and George.
-Thanks to everyone who has kept me alive the last four years. Shout outs to my boys, Dee, Taylor, Sam, Jamie, Mellon, Gless, Arthur, Rome. To my ladies, Henrietta, Elizabeth, Erin, Mackenzie, Charlotte. To all of the teachers that have helped me, Mr. Speers, Ms. Ramirez, Mrs. Cottone, Mrs. Hutchinson, Matty C. Good looks to my other boys, J Raj, Dayton, Jay, Graham, Jake, Grabis, Pep, Khary, Riley, Tilghman. And my apologies to the many other names I don’t have the space to write here.

-Mom and Dad. I love you so much, and I even though I’ve been quite the hassle the last 18 years, I still have appreciated everything you’ve done for me and hopefully I can make it through college a little easier than I did with St. Andrews.

Hey St. Andrew’s...It certainly has been an interesting series of events.
Paige- You're my mini-me. Thanks for being as weird as me. You're the coolest freak I know! I love you.

Dad- Thanks for being a father when I needed one and brother when I wanted one. I hope I can be as great as you when I grow up. I love you.

Mom- You're my rock. You always know what's best for me... even if I don't like it. Thanks for being perfect. I love you.

Ben- You're the best brother anyone could ask for. You're my role model and my idol. Thanks for always having my back. I love you.

Cam McDonald

Everyone I can't wait to forget:

Teachers: Mr. Roach, Mr. Speers, Mr. Carroll, Mrs. Cottone, Mrs. Hutchinson

Ladies: Tookie, Mack, Amanda, Char-mar, Elizabeth, Oma, Ali, Crawford, Soph, Georgi, Courtney, Madison, Maya, Erin, Fran-dog, Keats, Nancy, Anna

Juniors: L-Copp, Carolyn, Sola, Alec, Flo-Flo, Klein, Jake, Jay, Grace, Maddy, Weaver

The crew: You guys are unforgettable. No matter where I go, I'll always judge my new friendships against ours. Love you guys.

Lax- Do Work Boys: J-Mac, Ike, Khary, Grahm, Dayton, Grabis, Jack, Began
The only time I feel like I’m really me,  
Isn’t when one might usually see.  
It’s with you!  
And with every incredible thing that we do,  
With you my baby, I could never feel alone,  
I am home, I am home, I am home.

-MSV

Thank you everyone for the amazing memories:  
Roommate power! - Mathers and Griffin, Lynchy,  
and Plautz.

To Scaps, Marco, Sam, Alex and John for making every day special and unforgettable.

To Mom and Dad, Wren and Hunter, thank you for supporting me along the way.

And to Mary, you are the best part of me.

I love all of you, this is only the beginning!

Stay classy, St. Andrew’s

Nick Watson
This page is put all of you faces in but will be in my you all for gi chance to be had a great at St. Andrew’s you had the Hugs and kis Anh.
MUCH LOVE

Shout out to everyone who helped me along the way:

Carter, Jerome, Cam, Gless, PK, Mellon, Taylor, SamLee, Jamie, Arthur, Sean, Whiting, Ike, Khary, Jawhar, Jake, Auss Tillman, Nnana, Nick, Akande, Charlie Martin, Aisha, MacPeet, Erin, Edal, CharMar, CharTay, Amanda, Reisine, The Hydes, Mrs.Cottone, Mr. Alleyene, Terrell, Mr. Baine, Mrs. Ramirez, Mrs. Duprey & others

To my family: I love you guys Mom, Dad, Biggame, you all mean the world to me, thanks for everything, love always.-Dee

SAS, it’s been fun, couldn’t ask for more, thanks for all the memories

DEUCES!!!
I am a miser of my memories of you
And will not spend them.
-Witter Bynner

Sam and Jamie: Thank you for making time stand still and putting so much fun into my life!
Charlie and Peter: Thanks for your bits of wisdom and your unending help.
Chae: Thanks for always being there!
James and Austin: History would not have been the same without you.
Swim Team: Thank you for letting me be a part of you.

I am writing a super special thank you to my teachers and my coaches for their patience and enthusiasm. You made learning a fun adventure!

I would like to thank my advisor, Mr. Harney, and Mr. Roach and Mrs. Zendt, who made this experience possible.

Thanks also to everyone who has supported me along the way and who I have accidentally forgotten.

Thank you, St. Andrew's and Class of 2011! You left a footprint on me and I will never be the same again.
"The time you enjoy wasting is not wasted time."
- Bertrand Russell

It's too hard to sum up what everyone means to me, but let's give it a try.

To my Little Bro Malcolm Brown: You're a great kid. Kick some in the years ahead.

To my Little Sis Lillian: Your love of life is incredible. Don't let anyone change that.

To my friends Emerson and Klein: Thank you for everything. You're two of the finest people I've ever known, and I expect to hear tall of many more of your shenanigans in the future.

To my family: Thank you for your love and support.

To Arthur, Hammy, Glaesser, Whiting, Dee, Cam, PK, Jerome, Cesar, Conception, Plantez, Mack, Elizabeth, and Sophia, for being indispensable friends and supporters.

Taylor: I know you think I'm too soft sometimes, but you've meant an incredible amount to me over the years. I've come to rely on your depth and humor, and you are the cleverest person I know. Thank you for your honesty and friendship. I hope you go on to be cool, edgy, and ironic in your years ahead.

Carter: We've come a long way since we roomed way back when. Your friendship and support has meant so much to me, and you've helped me through some of the darkest times of my life. Thank you for pushing me and picking me up when I was down, and never letting me give up.

Jamie: I can't thank you enough. You've been a constant presence in my life, even though you confuse the hell out of me sometimes; at the end of the day, I can always count on you for a laugh.
We packed up all of our bags
The ship's deck now sags from the weight of our tracks
As we pace beneath flags black and battered
Rattling our swords in service of some fated, foreign lord

And every night finds us
rocking and rolling on waves
wild and wide
while we have lost our way,
nobody's gonna say it
outright.

VICTORY
IS
OURS

Cheers,
-Samos
“Be your best friend, tell the truth, and overuse I love you. Go to work, do your best, don’t outsmart your common sense. And love like crazy.”

Thank you Mom and Dad for giving me the opportunity to come to St. Andrew’s. Thank you faculty and coaches. Thank you Ms. Wright for being a great coach and mentor. Thank you Señora and Prof. The Caldwells, and The Kennedy’s for being awesome advisors.

“Never lose your sense of wonder.”

Good luck to CharTay, Alice, Nancy, Dri, Keats, Amanda, E-Dai, Ella, GMott, Framnie, Anna Lim, Grace Saliba, Katie Toothman, Nina Labovich, Seeks, Joates, Helen, Maddie, Abigail all of Upper Moss and Moss-Annex Sophomores, Henry, Lynch, Carter, Jerome, Dee, Cam, Taylor, James, and the Class of 2011! I will miss all of you so much next year!
To the best: Mackenzie, Hannah, Amanda, Elizabeth, Madison, Nancy, Hugo, Odell, Charlotte, Kate, Ali, Grace, Morgan, Liza, Ehn, Henry, Emilio, Alice, Courtney, Georgia, Anna, Elia, Sophia, Alaina, Emmie, aspiring, Claudia, Maya, Claudette, Nick, Ally, Sam, James, Morgan, Taylor, Katie, Nina, Becca, Madison, Abigail, Kaitlin, lower Moss 10-11 - Good luck in the next few years. You are all incredible!

Thanks to Mrs. Cardwell for pushing me, Robert, for being my coach, Captain, for being my role model, putting up with me. Ella and more.

Thanks for the late night volleyball sessions. You are the best.

Love,

Charlotte Taylor
Will Plautz

Still though, I think if you’re not, at least a little, self-obsessed, you’re probably boring.

In a dark and confusing world, you burn brightly. I never feel lost.

It is no way to live, to wait to love.

We are unusual and tragic and alive.

Timmy M., Sam, Charlie, Rob - You’re what made sophomore year what it was. Good times in the quad. Frickin’ Blue Shell!!

Jack H. - Cool runnings bro. We gotta meet up some time to tear up the trails of the future.

Bobby, Davis, Sky - Times with y’all have been great this year... If ya’know what I mean. =P

Marco, Jameson, Bruno - Great times WACin’ with you guys.

Celeste - Your one of the best parts of me. If you ever need anything, I’m here.
Gentlemen, it's been quite the experience. You've helped me through some rough times and we even had some fun along the way. Enjoy yourselves.

Peace to my smug friends: Carter, Arthur, Jamie, Glessner, Mellon, Hugo, Dee, Sam, Dogberticus, Rome, Whiting, Cam, Charlie, PK. To the lovely ladies: Elizabeth, Mackenzie, Henrietta. To the teachers who, through the constant reminders that I show no effort or engagement and with the generous applications of low grades, awakened within me a fire for learning. To Duffy, Carroll and Demers. To my underclassman boys: Jay, Dayton, JohnMac, Jake, Graham, Willy, Alec, Klein, Anton Grabis, Robert, and 10 shout outs to Rajasingh. Good luck.

May we meet again in a happier place.
Dear Green Apple Juice that used to be in the Dining Hall, STILL MISS YOU.
For four years St. Andrews has been my home and a place that helped me experience tremendous growth. I believe this school gives one the confidence to become the most genuine and true form of themselves. Here, I have become myself and I will never forget that! Nancy, although freshman year was a little rough, you have helped me with everything from boy problems to dad problems! You will always be in my heart as the best example of being yourself! Claudia, 3 years of being on all the same sports team together was the best. You helped me mature while always making me laugh. Ella, you have been one of my strongest friends! I could tell you something that wouldn’t even rock you at all! Ella+Claudia- Beats, Bears, Battlestar Gallactica! Alex, you are the brother that I never had! We have had more than our share of rough moments but we both know that they have only made us stronger! Liza, you are the funniest, craziest, most authentic person I have ever met. You were my light on a dark day. Elizabeth, my inspirational quote buddy, you always have the best advice! I always listened to you and I will never stop. Mackenzie, you have always been someone that I can relate to and someone who was easy to talk to! Henry, I know that we didn’t get along freshman year but I now have so much love and respect for you; you will do great things! James, I will miss your sass and all around awesomeness! Lower M, you were the best of my 4 years here! I loved everyday with you and I will miss you dearly. Nina F, you were the senior that I had to strongest connection with and you helped me grow more than you can ever know! Ms. Matouk and Mr. Brown, you both had the confidence in me that I never really had in myself. You were the main ingredient to my success! Juniors I will miss- Saliba, Molly, Lucy, Jake, Willie, Jawahar, Jay, Emerson, Parker, Nina, and Libby; Take it you ‘em next year! Sophomores- Andy, Maggie, Helen, John Suh, Zhbing, Ben K, Ben E! Freshmen- Alex M, Ali, Lydie, Taylor, Mollie, Austin, Daniel, and Jan!! Make the most out of the next three years! Even though there are not enough words to express how grateful I am for everything that these people and St. Andrews have given me, I will say thank you! I am a home-body, so don’t be surprised if you all see me entirely too often next year! I love you all and I wish everyone the best!

-always, Amanda G
TO THE SENIOR GIRLS

YOU GUYS ARE A GREAT GROUP OF GIRLS. I'M HAPPY THAT I COULD SPEND THREE YEARS WITH U.

TO SENORA,
THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING THERE WHEN I NEEDED YOU. I LOVE YOU (I LOVE YOU TO PROF)

TO MY LOWER MIDS GIRLS!!
YOU GUYS ARE SO AMAZING. I COULDN'T HAVE ASKED TO LIVE WITH A BETTER GROUP. ILL MISS U.

TO NURSE JAY,
EVEN WHEN YOU WERE FAR AWAY YOU STILL MADE TIME TO BE MY MOM. THANK YOU

MPORT DDR
VAMPIRE DiARIES
GLEE HOUSE
LANNI
LATE NIGHT CHATS
SAPhIRE WATCHING BLINKS
BASKETBALL
Thank you to everyone who has made these past four years some of the best years of my life. First thank you to my family for all of the love and support I love you guys. Thanks to all my girls; all of the senior girls, Aisha, Ali, Oma, Maya, Crawford, Georgie, Rory, Claudia, Mads, Lannie, Limster, The Charlottes, Er-Er, Sar-Sar. My homies Petey, Nick, Whiting, Kervin, Cam. Thank you to all of my favorite faculty who were there for me, Mrs. Duprey, Ms. Treava, Ms. Ramirez, Profe, Nurse Jay, Mr. and Mrs. Alleyne, Mrs. Zendt, Mrs. Schuller. Shout outs to all of my underclassman, My lovely lower ladies, Tae Tae, Bre, Irene, Janee, Zahriyah, Bri, Jawhar, Joseph, Jonathan. I love you all. It's been real SAS, never thought this day would come but now I'm out!
As the song goes, “Regrets I’ve had a few, but then again, too few to mention…”

Ok, who am I kidding? There have been more than just a few regrets, but, in the parlance of our times, it’s all good.

Shout outs to my broskis, Marco, Jack, Jameson, Will, Charlie, and last (and probably least) Rob. I do not kid you when I say that if it weren’t for you guys, all this would not have been worth it.

To the ladies, I’m sorry it didn’t work out.

Big ups to the Pidgeon. Fly forever, free bird.

Para a minha família: Mae, Tio, Arthur obrigado por tudo. Whatever I achieve in this life, will be because of your support. For, that, I am forever thankful.
Ahh, what can I say about my time at St. Andrew's? I would especially like to thank Mr. Hyde, Mr. Duffy, Mr. Carroll, Mrs. Cottone, and Mr. Wood. I love you Mom, Dad, and Ross, thank you for everything you do for me.


One final thanks to all of my coaches who have been there for me through everything from winning and losing to season ending injuries. I sure as hell will never forget this place.
I’d like to thank my roommates (kervin, matt, marco, sean), sean, jack,
marco, plautz, bruno, charlie, metcalf, sam lee, jay krebs, gless, mellon,
meagan, margaux, katie, liza b, henrietta, erin, ali, anna lim, rob r, jeff, jake
m, grace s, cesca, carolyn, maddy, jp, nick r, andy, burus, marshall, lil pegs,
yursha, louise, charlotte b, bring the rain, the crew that flipped the dock, Mr.
Brown, scoville, Mr. Doyle, Mr. Hammond, the Wallaces, Al, Mr. Costa,
golds, the swimming, football, and crew teams, the 2010 Tucker, jessica y,
kasey, primo, grant, t-white, lyndsay, leda, grace alvino, my sister, my
grandparents, and my parents for their support over these four years
- Jameson

Success is sweet: the sweeter if long
delayed and attained
through manifold struggles and
defeats - A. Branson Alcott
Well St. Andrew’s, now that I’m at the end, where should I begin. As always, I am grateful for the support of my family and my advisor Mr. DeSalvo, who helped me stay positive when times got rough. Also, special thanks to Mr. Hyde, Mr. Costa and Mr. Carroll. That said, I couldn’t have made it without the crew, Taylor, Mellon, Carter, Austin, Sam, Jamie, Pk and Dee.

I wouldn’t have survived without you guys. Shout outs to my other boys and girls, Charlie, Rome, Cam, Cahill, Willie, Elizabeth, BG, Wieland, James Lee, Henrietta, Jay, Marco, Erin, Mackenzie, Robert, Sean, Scaps, Nick and anybody else I couldn’t fit on this page. You guys were great.

For those of you who have more time to spend here, hang tough and don’t drink the kool-aid. Remember Kobe don’t play no D, and always take life with a pinch of salt.

-Arthur

Arthur Gosnell
People I’ll Never Forget: Mr. Costa, Mr. Brown, Ms. Demers, Mr. Hammond, Mr. Crimmins, Ms. Kelly, Mrs. Cottone, Shen Laoshi, The Wallace Family, the swim team, my friends (love you guys!), class of 2011, Fleming and Hillier kids, Molly, Maggie, and Jack, Nanny, Mom and Dad
Mom, Dad, and Ian - Thank you guys for all your support. I never would have made it through 4 years without you guys.

Pete - It's been great rooming with you for four years, forming a friendship that will last forever. You have taught me so much that I will never forget.

Margaux - I will never forget all the great memories and support you have given me through the years, and I hope I have given you just a fraction of all the great times you have given me. Thank you for everything.

Andrew, Chae, and Robert - Fellow Bums, never forget the memories and keep livin' the life.

Kervin - Hey man it's been great. And don't worry because anytime you need somebody, I'll always be there to crush you in a game of FIFA.

Forrest - You've been a great friend and roommate through the years, and I will never forget all of our Tuesday night pizza sessions and trips to Golden Rooster.

Grunden - Thank you for making me take the time to just relax by watching either Skins, Avatar, or a movie with me.

Everyone I missed - Thank you for four of the best and most unforgettable years of my life.
Claudia

"my whole life, regardless of all that may happen to me, every minute of it, is not only not meaningless, as it was before, but has the unquestionable meaning of the good which it is in my power to put into it!"

-Leo Tolstoy

thank you,
St. Andrew's
Mrs. Roach - I can't thank you enough for always being there to talk to me, for letting me raid your fridge, & for always believing in me. You & your family will always hold a special place in my heart.

Ms. P$ - thanks for letting me indulge in frequent shenanigans as well as your amazing baked goods!

Annie, Gwen, Alyssa & all my donors... keep moving!


Mrs. Roach advisors!!

thanks for the 18 Rabble... sl

Mr. Roach - thank you for being such a huge support over the past 4 years.

Thanks: Sekora, Mrs. Blee, Mr. Everhart, Ms. Taylor, G. Bach, Mr. Finch, Mrs. Hyde, & Kate!

(Mr. Spears) Love you AA

Love: xo

Sophia Maguire
"I Don’t Know How to Put THIS BUT I’M KIND OF A BIG DEAL...PEOPLE KNOW ME”

For Instance...Mr. Costa, Mr. Desalvo, Mr. Everhart, Mr. O’Connell, Mr. Brown, Mr. Scoville, Mrs. Klecan, Ms. Smith, Mrs. Hutchinson, Pete, PK, Charlie, James, Marcus, Will, Alex, Nick, Marco, Kervin, Jameson, Ella, Claudia, Margaux, Meagan, Tony, Elizabeth, Dee, Forest, Cam, Gosnell, Ms. Garrett, Mr. Hammond, Erin, Mr. Roach, Jason, Hunter, My Voorheesian Children, Skemer, Samos, Jcoch, Señora, the entire class of 2011, Grant, Aisha, Sean C., Kevin, Sean, Mr. Crimmins, DingMan, Mom, dad, frank, dan, Cesca, Lucy, Adrienne, Rob, chae, J.E.W., Grizz, Ali, Rob Colburn, Mr. Doyle, Chartay, Mr. Fritz, Fr. Grasing, Salewa, Karishma, the Wallace’s, Zman, Thatcher, Bert, Chelsea, and the entire Sas community and beyond

No but Seriously guys, thank you so much for this awesome ride, I couldn’t have done it without you.

Sincerely,

Matthew James Scapardine
Thank you St. Andrew's for all of the experiences and opportunities. Without your help I could not be who I am now. I will forever cherish the memories that the people, education, sports, and exploration have created for me.

“Cake”
“Woah”
“Gassed”
“Shaggs”
“Got em”
“Ohdee”

Shout Outs
The Fam: Mom, Kiani, Storm, Dee, Khary, Ike, Jake, Austin, Jawhar, Nnana, Dandridge, and the rest of my sons...
The Faculty: Ms. Duprey, Mr. Alleyne, Mr. Speers, Ms. Demers, Ms. Ramirez and of course Mrs. Cottone.

LOVE YOU ALL!
Dear St. Andrews,
Thanks for letting the awkward girl break out of her shell.
Thanks # class of 2011
For making my senior year awesome. Sapphire, My Loves on Dell - I love you all and will miss you. Mock Trial,

To my girls, forget about statistics

Elephant: my SISTAH EHS

Madison (you got me girl)
Ali (my Harb arm sister)
Courtney (I love you girl)
Jill (my hype sister)
Maggi aka, Cra (my)
Anna (aka, The master)
Claudia, Craig
Georgie, Rory

Frer Day (I'm so happy we teamed together this year)
Framelot for LIFE
Lisa (Thanks for being my)
Lightning
Mack (Thanks for making me love)

Jose with more than
June, Zachary, Inc

Mrs. CHiu 我爱您
Thank you for everything this YEAR
Love you Ms. Demers.
Thank you for everything, Mrs. Fritz, I couldn't do it without you.
Thanks, The Alley, The Famillers, Mr. Roach, Ms. Duprey
Ms. Trevor, Nurse J, Ms. Pressman, Mr. Speers, Mr. Wright
Thanks everyone, it's been a great one. You da bomb.

MADiSON, Beers, M-Dawg Fresh, Berries, Mads...deuces.
To My Sophomores: I LOVE YOU ALL!!
Don't go too crazy without me.

Thanks: Maya, Cameron, Jamie - stud bud forever, Georgina, Claudia, Charlotte, Carter, Tilden, Caitlin, Abby, Henley, Sam Lee, Ali, Courtney, Fran-Dog, Liza, my Maine friends and family, and everyone else!

I love you and miss you Dad.

Peej - Thanks for being my big brother.

Mom - You are the best and I love you. Thanks for supporting me through everything.

"Don't you know that you are a shooting star?"

Thanks to: My Mom, Dad, Peej, Mimi and Pop-pop, the Brownlee's - my second family, Mr. Roach, Mr. Speers, Ms. Hamilton, Whiz, Ms. Ramirez, Prof, and all of my teachers.

"Johnny's life passed him by like a warm summer day. If you listen to the wind you can still hear him play.
Don't you know that you are a shooting star?"

Adrienne and Katie: You both always know how to make me smile.
To: My family, friends and all the people who touched my life, I just wanted to say thank you for being there through the laughs, tears and all my craziness,
Love Alannah Chen
Home is whenever I'm with you
Edward Sharpe

Yours was the first face that I saw, I think I was blind before I met you
Bright Eyes

When you're soaring through the air, I'll be your solid ground. Take every chance you dare, I'll still be there, when you come back down
Nickel Creek

Mr. Brownlee, Mrs. Brownlee, Mr. Everhart, Papa Hurtt, Mrs. Roach, Ms. Pressman. Thanks for everything you've taught me.

Crew 2011. You girls are amazing! Keep working hard and fight for that great season I know you'll have.

XC 2010. Keep Everhart laughing, get some new warm-ups, and make me proud! Fierce, Fast, First! *Put 'em in the body bag*

M girls. Thanks for an awesome year. You girls will be such great seniors next year. I'm so proud you all!

Mom, Dad, Caitlin, Tommy, Jimmy: Thanks for all of your love and support.

Spork, You have been my roommate for three years now and I can't imagine how I will live without you. Love always, Lamp
In a thousand years and a thousand tears, I will find my original crew. - O.A.R.

EG, ED, AG, CH, MB, PM, EC, AL, FG, CT, CS, GR, SM, HG, AL, CM, AJ, OB, DR, NW

Ms. Ramirez, Mr. Miller, Ms. McGowan, Ms. Demers, and Mr. Speers--Thank you for all you've taught me.

M Girls--Thanks for the laughs. I've enjoyed every minute.

Mom, Dad, Paige, and Robbie--Thank you for all the support. It's meant the world to me. P.O.P.
**Peter's Crossword Puzzle**

*Thank you God for all the blessings that you've given me. Thank you mom and dad for all your sacrifices and prayers. Thank you Ms. Roach, Laoshi, Mr. Speers, Mr. Hurtt, Mr. Roach, the Caldwells, Mr. Geiersbach and all the teachers I've had at St. Andrew's. Shout outs: CM, DS, JW, CM, MS, NW, CJ, TH, HM, SL, RL, CJ, MB, SC, JP, MG, AF, KK, AG, LB, NL, AL, TH, PM, MP, WP, my schmo sophomores, WT, NG, the juniors, JM, CR, AG, AL, JC, AH, HW, ACROSS

1. What showers shouldn't have.
3. Comes in orange and purple.
4. The male school president.
5. My roommate.
6. The best advisor and English teacher at SAS.
7. Where people go to party every Thursday night.
9. The most beautiful pond in Delaware.
10. Juniors don't forget
11. Notorious for letting people out late.
12. First dance of the year.
13. SAS indoor soccer league.
14. The best place to hang out on campus.
15. The best language class.
16. Where people go to osculate.
17. [blank] brownies
18. Mr. Incredible
19. The other school president.
20. The best math class offered at SAS.
21. The chilliest sport.
22. 124 was spiteful. Full of a baby's venom.
23. Salt
24. Vineyard Vines Model.

**DOWN**

3. The most important football game of the season.
4. We have it every Wednesday and Sunday.
5. My favorite lunch.
6. The better junior dorm.
7. Scarlett
8. The best team in the NFC North.
9. One of the nicest teachers at SAS.
10. A Dollar a bottle.
11. My roommate.
12. Mr. Roach gets his own solo.
14. Number of marks you get for missing breakfast.
15. She makes the longest announcements.
17. Sunday brunch delight.
18. Plautz's favorite sport.
20. We get one every spring.
21. The number of letters in "twentyeleven."
22. The library cat.
So this is my page. My world. My universe. I've been told that I can do whatever I like on this page, and that, frankly, is a bit overwhelming. I feel I should shout out to all my friends and family and put up some pictures where I look happy and stuff like that. I also think I should do something simple and witty that would catch people off guard. But instead I'm sitting here writing this nonsense hoping that I can make something of it.

There are so many things I could do right here in this little world that is mine that I've chosen to do nothing. I'm cracking under the pressure of being the creator of this universe, and I feel that I'm wasting precious space with every word. But maybe this is best, that I just ramble on and pray that some of it makes sense. That's kind of what I've been doing for a while. Don't worry, I don't expect anyone to make it to the end of this page. Well, now what? I guess it's about time I admitted that I don't like raspberries. This is something I've kept completely secret for a long time because I felt like the whole world would turn against me if they knew about my hatred for this fruit. I mean, who doesn't like raspberries? Am the only one? Have my taste buds been cursed by God? Is that how I've been distinguished, as the jerk who doesn't like raspberries? Will I ever be able to escape this title now that I've revealed this precious secret? I also don't like raisins or pickles, but I know others who don't like these particular foods, so it's all good. I also don't like silverware. If it were up to me, I would just eat most foods with my hands. In the matter of fact, I pretty much do when no one else is around. Sure, call me unsanitary. It's not gonna stop me. The only thing that could possibly stop me is poison. A gun would also probably do the trick. Or a good kick to the head. I've never been kicked in the head. Or punched, for that matter. I sometimes wonder what it would feel like. I imagine it would hurt. I want to bring back those days when men would go to saloons, drink moonshine, and then start bar fights. The good ol' days. But probably not. Those bar fights were quite painful. And back then they didn't even have Elton John. Or Bob Dylan. Or Robocop. I like Robocop. I like movies. Watching them and making them. Imagine if you were the first person to make a movie. That would be nuts. Pine nut. Peanut. Walnut. Pistachio nut. Red pistachio nut. I can't think of anymore. Squirrels like nuts. I don't like squirrels. But I do like movies that feature squirrels. Like Caddyshack. Well, that was a gopher, but it's all the same. I'm enjoying this, are you? I don't even know who I'm talking to, because I assume that no one with any sense would have made it this far if you have, then congratulations. I'm proud of you. Last night I had a dream. In that dream, I was eaten by a Makoshark. But it was kind of peaceful, because the only sound I could hear was Lou Reed's "Walk on the Wild Side." I have nightmares on occasion, but this was not one of them. It was almost as if by swimming in this shark infested water I myself was taking a walk on the wild side. Perhaps not in the sense that Lou Reed meant, though, considering that song is about prostitution. I don't consider myself a prostitute. At least, not physically. Every day in class I prostitute my ideas, but instead of being paid for them, I pay tuition. Is that justice? The short answer is: yes. I've seen all good people turn their heads this way so satisfied I'm on my way. I need a zombie escape plan. I always say I'm going to make one, but I never go through with it. If the dead begin to rise, I need my way out. First I'll need weapons. Those I don't have. Well, I at least need a car. I'll bring my truck up to school and park it right in front of Founders. Then when the time comes and zombies start attacking people and everyone starts yelling and running around frantically I'll be like "BAM!" and then I'll grab my keys and peace out. I'll fit as many people as I can take in the back of my truck, but I refuse to take anyone who's already been bitten. So hopefully now I'm prepared. I am an Eagle Scout after all: On my honor I will do my best to do my duty to God and my country, to obey the Scout law, to help other people at all times, to keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and morally straight. A scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent. Bam. That's me. I guess. Although I don't consider myself particularly trustworthy. I'm somewhat of a compulsive liar. Or am I just lying when I say that? That's up for you to decide. Man I'm rambling I'm rambling I'm rambling I'm rambling. Bah. I was born a rambling man. And now I'm sitting here in solitude, putting my thoughts onto paper. I like solitude. I think everyone needs a quiet place, or else we would all go insane. Not that I'm not already a little bit insane. But I guess we all are at heart. So I guess now I'm advocating for not having a quiet place, because everyone should stay true to their insanity. Or am I? Hell if I know. This is getting heavy. I liked it better when it was all just about raspberries. So I've discovered that I do respect raspberries in some ways. So I guess this page hasn't been a complete waste of time. Nonetheless, the things I'm currently discussing are entirely trivial. Shouldn't I be writing something more meaningful, like something that will change all of your lives? Or at least something that gives my farewells to St. Andrews? I'm not smart enough to write anything of the like, so I'll borrow from the late great Warren Zevon in my final words to all you St. Andreans: Enjoy every sandwich.
Dear SAS, Thank you for being home. To all the teachers that made it worthwhile - EUSY KATS, DJOC, SHEN LAOCHI, SENTA. To my family - I could not have asked for a better. Now you my girl stay strong woman. The wonderful seniors who have become family: Chai, Max, Mack, Forrest, Nick, Marco's, Will, Rina, Anna, Elina, Pete, Matt, Mercalp. PL, Chai. My baby. xoxo

ADRIENNE

Moo Moo thank you for being my best friend. I couldn't ask for a better mom. xoxo
Mr. Hyde: thanks for adding me to your family. Mr Speers: You have always been my favorite. Poppa Finch & the boys.

MEL. Matt Carroll.

Pete: “that's what she said.” Sam: through the thick and thin you've been there. Thanks iloveyou. Jamie: There once was a little girl who never knew love until a boy broke her heart.


Katie Keats

Z: iloveyou babyboy. Mac and Char: besties. GRIZ: ill be 18 soon… until the end of time.
THANKS EVERYONE FOR THE GOOD TIMES!

Thanks to: Pesce's, Fritz's, Hy...
To everyone, all my friends and teachers

Thank you for making me who I am today!

Keep in touch,
-Marcus
and every hour of every day I'm learning more, the
more I learn the less I know about before, the less I
know the more I want to look around, digging
depth for clues on higher ground...  -UB40

alice.

The road goes on forever and the party never ends...  Robert Earl Keen
Love to: Zarivah, Cierra, Jance, Bella, Bri, Bridget, Joseph, Austin, Bre, Irene, Emily, Nmana, Nick, Ann, Tolani, Lisa, Charlie, Sydney, Dori, Khary, Jawhar, Ike, Jake, Whiting, Kervin, Petev, Franme, Sophia, Auroura.
Thanks to: My Family, The Duprey Family, The Alleynes (E.T.), The Ramillors, The Hydes, The Taylors, Coach T, Nurse J, and Ms. Demers. I appreciate y'all supporting and standing by me all these years. Stay sweet and beautiful my peil girls!

Much love to my girls, Courtney, Ali, Oma, Maya, Anna, Madison, Crawford, Sarah, Claudia, Georgina, thanks for the laughs and joys of these last four years.

SAS, thanks for everything and I'll miss you!
Thank you to all my brothers-from-other-mothers who made my St. Andrew's experience meaningful. Laughing with you, complaining with you, grinding with you (just freshman year), and doing stupid things with you, I will always remember.

Thank you Lao Shi and Mrs. Zendt for taking care of me like a son and teaching me how to live for others, not for myself.

Thanks coach Wallace, Hammond, Demers, Geiersbach, Crimmins, and Kelly for the life lessons I will take with me after St. Andrew's. Although every practice was a challenge, the swim team was by far my favorite team of all time. Marco, we haven’t gone to Charcoal Pit yet but I know that I will always remember punishing the Kitchen Sink with you.

Thank you Hillier freshman. You guys are all great kids. Appreciate the time you have together because it will fly by and before you know it, you will be working on your senior pages the day before it’s due like me.

Class of 2011, stay strong. I can’t wait to see you guys at reunion in 50 years when you’re all shriveled up and married. Kervin, no more than 7 kids you hear?
Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened
— Dr. Seuss

There is no way to show how much the past three years at SAS mean to me with these pictures. I will be outta here and, as cliché as it may sound, every good and bad memory will remain. Nothing ended. I am just moving on.

I want to thank (random order)
(and 20 more people who I cannot mention due to lack of space...)

To the Class of 2011. It doesn’t matter how many people we lost on our way, or how others say our grade sucks. I love you all.

Robert Lee
SHRIMP- You have been THE solid rock in my life! I do not know what I would have done without you! I loved CharMan! You always know what to say and do. Such a being your roommate! We would have been the best couple of strong girls and an even better friend! I LOVE YOU!

EWIN! Bump n lean...I frankly do not know where or what I would have done with my life if you weren't there! Your amazing!!!!!

Mummy, Daddy, Elo, & Ible- Thank you so much for all the support! I loved every visit, car ride, and phone call!

CharTAY!-Loved rooming with you! You are the BEST of the best!!

"Do we really have to go through Mirkwood?" Groaned the hobbit. "Yes, you do!" said the wizard. "If you want to get to the other side. You must either go through or give up your quest. There are no safe paths in this part of the world."

J. R. R. Tolkien - The Hobbit

Thank you Hs McDonald, Speers, Mrs. Macrae, Mrs. Brownlee!

Alex-You always manage to make me smile! Thank you so much for being there for me!

Cesca! You are my life. If I hadn't met you...my sanity would be questionable. You always know what to say! You know me better than I know myself. I love you so much!

You made the Three years at SAS amazing. Meagan, Sal, George, Soph, Fran, Cam, Amanda, MADS!!!, Nick, Zee, Bek, Celeste, SOLA!-love you!! maddy, Peter M., Ali, Keats, Jerome, Austin, Jamie, Katie T., Grace B., Dayton, squash girls, and ALL my little juniors!! Bri, Lilli, Carter

LIZA! I love you girl! I had such a great squash season with you as co captain! love your crazy noises!!
Quad '09-'10. I owe you many of my best memories. K, goodnight.

cm: You’re incredible. Thank you.

cmm: I love you more than toast :)

dear eli, thank you for all the procrastination.
well worth it. I love you sincerely elizabeth

to my parents: you have given me the world and I owe you
so much. I love you to the moon and back.

Ceeko & posed: my closest allies and best friends. I
couldn’t have chosen two better people to grow up
with. I love you more than you know.

SCT & MMP:
Thank you.
Thank you.

All I remember is all of us together always.
-Little Rascals

“when you’re soaring through the air, I’ll be on
the ground, take every chance you dare, I’ll still
be there, when you come back down”
-Nickel Creek

M.Girls: Live It Up! Next Year. Thank
you for everything.

Thank You 2011.

"Promise me you'll never forget me because if I thought you would, I'd never leave." - Winnie the Pooh
Thank you SAS - I laughed, I cried, and, most importantly, I lived a life.

Maya - WELL. It’s been one hell of a roller coaster ride with you. We’ve been through a lot the past four years, but we made through them all :) I would not have survived without you being always there to help me. Thank you for putting up with my (severe) mood swings and making me laugh. I love you so much, best friend!

“One Word: DIVA”
Keeping it Asian all these years - proud of you!

“Frey is worth a thousand words.”

“OREO FOREVER
Take me to Korea
Take me to Bermuda
Take me to the Moon

“Thanks to - Ms. Demers, Mrs. Schuller, Mrs. Chiu, Papa & the boys, K Kabana, the Hydes, the Ramillers, Mrs. Zendt, Mrs. Princess Roach, Ms. PS, and Ms. O’Shea.”
SAS has been a crazy but amazing four years. There’s no way it would have been half as good without these people: Jameson, Bruno, Plautz, Marco, Adrienne, Elizabeth Dalymple, Sean, Cesca and Keats. I also want to give a shout out to everyone who I have been on a sports team with, especially the rowers from the Freshman 8, and the Cross Country Runners from this year and last year. Sports have been a huge part of my life at SAS and there wasn’t a better group of people that I could have chosen to be on a team with than you guys. To the people outside of school Adam, Web, my awesome sisters Laura and Lily, and Austin. I also want to thank Molly. We’ve been through some amazing times and some really tough times but we made it through all of them together. I don’t know what will happen to us in college, but I do know it is pretty awesome knowing that no matter what we’ll always be there for each other. I love you and I’ll never forget what we’ve shared these past few years.
Making cookies, singing randomly, epic conversations, LA, coding, men's bloopers, football, watching TV shows late at night Thursday nights, major year, Priz Club, Tidoo tones, the boat incident, touch football, fake arguments, fake or believable stupid things. First and foremost year. Conversations, spring trips, college trips, engagement, religion reunions, knowing all the words to "Jazz in my pants." crew talk, pete rabbit watching the "Lost" on the internet, chicks, some decent jokes, messages, hosting auditions (you know who you are), miami dolphins, intellectual arguments, baseless rumour. (Writing 10/20/10)

It's been a fun ride.

Thanks to every teacher. I've had the last 4 years. Appreciate everything and to Mrs. Higgins. Thanks for picking me whenever I asked for it. I've enjoyed the greatest few years and most of all, enjoying years in Grade School. Thanks for your patience. Mrs. Calbolas. Thanks for letting me crash every Thursday. I just been the best. Mrs. Caldwell thanks for the emotional support and encouragement. Mrs. Caldwell, for the unfeared truth. Mr. Higgins. Thanks for all the good jokes, and sports day. Kind changing the way think as mate. Mr. Brown. Thanks for the best time I have ever taken. Thanks to Mr. Kain. Mr. Carroll for making my last year of school the most enjoyable. Mr. Scovel for the spring of 2008. Mr. Goldsby for the new perspective on life and religion. Ms. Kerrane, for giving me a whole new outlook on singing, and just being awesome. Mr. Cunningham. Mr. O'Donnell. Mackenzi. Mr. Everhart, Mr. Shue, best, Garrett, Mr. Dufek, Serina and Prof. Mr. Hammond. Ms. Sechrist. Ms. Ansberry, Ms. Taylor, and Mr. Khalove.

Monday, December 6, 2010

Forrest Brown 77
To my Class:
Thanks for all the memories and making me feel so loved!
I'll remember you all forever and I hope we can stay friends.
LOVE,
Rory
XOXO

To my Family:
Thanks for always supporting me.
Thanks also to the Ramillerz, the Smiths and the Gurzendas for being my extended family.
Much love!

To my Teachers and Advisors:
You've helped me more than you can imagine. Thanks for making me feel proud of who I've become.

“Our greatest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our greatest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.”
To my family, friends, and teachers: Thanks for everything, especially the laughs!

"Smile like you mean it..." - the Killers.
Because of you, I have wings.
We've ended on great terms though,
I'm on to brand new scary things,
You've taught me all that I can know.

Noary Hills will always be leaving,
But don't forget, we got the music.

When you think of this, I hope you feel,
Sadness and love, for you.

To those who stood by, we're forever grateful.

You'll always be my home.
Well you do what you do and you pay for your sins and there’s no such thing as what might have been...that’s a waste of time.

AGM

Oh man, we were livin’, didn’t waste one minute, we talked and drank and danced and said goodbye...we laughed until we cried.
—Jason Aldean

People do themselves a great disservice by not allowing themselves to be who they really are because they are scared. —Johnny Depp

"Now, bring me that horizon."

Wherever that wind might blow, wherever that river rolls, you know I will go with you.
—Tom Petty

Someday I was dreaming that a song that I was singing takes me down the road to where I want to go...and now I know it’s a long hard road.
-Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
You know, we're young kids, just having fun
And it sucks to say goodbye, but... I gotta run, run, run
Run till the sun turns to the moon turns to the sun
Till the forests turn to hills, till you can say the road is done
Till you can see, the beauty was crazy, it was set to stun on
The ugliness too, but without it you can't have the other one
I guess I'm tryna say I love you all... Keep running and keep loving it
Love
Dheuris
Where did that come from?
Rodriguez

LET'S GO SAINTS!!

The hay is in the barn, the money in the bank, and
you only have the team, the coaches, yourself, and
if it's your belief, God to thank

RUN TO THE ROAR, ENTER THE DRAGON

Dear ART MAJORS,
We're artsy, hip and cool,
McGiff can be a fool
But it's all good, cuz, we all rule
I love you girls (and Nick too)
Love, Doris

Dear FRESHMEN
You guys are all cute
With an attitude to boot
Remember your roots
And don't forget, I love you all- Dowdy

Dear Wrestlers,
There's no shame in fishing off the mat like a floppy... dinosaur?
Ohh Duffy....
I love you guys- D-Rod

Dear other people...
I'm sorry, but I'm kinda out of space...
Whoops... but Kervin you get a special mention because you're my brother. I love you man!!!!!!!

Oh yea... who are those bodacious babes running by...is that... could it be?

HEY GIRL'S CROSS COUNTRY!!
(I'LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU!!)

82 - Dheuris Rodriguez
Mom and Dad- I would not be the person I am today without your guidance. I would not have
made it through St. Andrew's without your support. I love you!
Selena- You are an amazing girl and I have learned so much from you. I enjoyed every moment I
spent with you. I hope we will always be friends. I will always be here for you.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace- You have always been there for me and I could never thank you enough.
You truly are my second Parents, and I hope you will always be there for me.
Margaux- You have made St. Andrew's an amazing place and you have helped me through every
little bump in the road. You are truly one of my best friends.
Meagan- You have been one of my best friends since the very beginning and I could never thank
you enough for all the things you have helped me get through.
Dheuris and Kervin- You guys have been amazing best friends. You have always been there for
me through everything. I would never have had as much fun without you two you always put me in
a good mood.
Pete- You have listened to every complaint I have ever had and never hit me. I loved every
seemingly awkward moment we had, yes, I said I enjoyed them.
Mrs. Chiu- You are the most amazing person I have ever met. You are kind, understanding, and
full of wisdom. I will remember every lesson you ever taught me. Thank you for helping me get
through every bad moment and learning how to live every moment to its fullest.
Charlotte- Its the best day ever... best day ever. Thank you for all the fun times this year. You
have become a great friend of mine and helped me out so much whether you realized it or not.
DJOC- You have been an amazing mentor thank you for all of the late night WaWa Runs!
Daniel- You are full of joy and so much fun to be around. You always bring a smile to my face
even in my worst times.
St. Andrew's - You have welcomed me into your community since I first stepped onto campus in
2007. I am eternally grateful forever for every moment here. I look forward to staying a part of this
community forever.

There are so many people that have touched my life and I thank each one of you. Marcus,
Adrienne, Leem, Robert, Chae, Annie, Nancy, Ella, Maya, Kristina, Alex, Alannah, Mrs.
Cottone, Tony, Nick, Grace, Ding, Kevin, SarBear, Claudia, Anna, Sophia, Lucy, Jack,
Frorest, Bridget, TJ, Rayan, Frshmen, Class of 2011, Mock Trial, Cross Country
don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened. — dr. seuss

all i see are sunny skies, everytime i look into your eyes. here we go again my friends, staying together til the end.
— donavan frankenreiter
You can have whatever you want if you dress for it. — Edith Head

I don't say we all ought to misbehave, but we ought to look as if we could. — Orson Welles
To the class of 2011—
Crazy ride, but we made it. Thanks to everyone for everything. I loved every minute of it.

"Not a team of champions, but a championship team."
--Coach Wallace

Will--Thanks for making me take ceramics and always being there for me. What else are best friends for?

Petey--I still appreciate your inappropriate jokes (even if your roommate doesn't). I'll miss your hugs.

Meagan--Country music, millions of room arrangements, late night chats, impromptu dance parties...thank you for an amazing three years. I wouldn't trade any of it.

Alice--"...but I AM going to take your pants off." Good times. Best triple ever.

Keats--Thanks for being there through all the swimming sets and post-practice shower talks. I love you.

Tony--I would eat caramel chocolates and watch movies with you for ten forevers if I could. You're the best.

Marcus, Whiting, Nick, and Forrest--the New York Times crossword won't be the same without you.

Mackenzie, Frannie, Omo, Aurora, Elizabeth, Sarah, Amy, Robert, Sam, Matt, Jameson, Jack, Chae, Bruno, Kerwin, Patsy, Lina, Chris, Adrienne, the Sexy Six, Moss/Pell seniors, Lyndsay, Peddie, Kassey, Lane 3, all the freshman girls, Mr. Hyde, Mrs. Wallace, Ms. Pemena, Al, Poo, Mr. Hammond, Mr. Finch, Ms. O'Shea, the Fritz family—don't stop believing.
Elizabeth, Molly, Charlotte Taylor, Charlotte Mara, Mackenzie, Georgina, Ella, Fran, Omololu, Erin, Tookie, Anne, Ashley, Keats, Chris, Madison, Jameson, Sean, Jack, Whiting, Marcus, Petey, Forest, Plautz, Nick G., Matt, Kervin, Henry, Nicky Watts, Maggie W., Celeste, Liza T.

Bridget & Nolan- You guys are my little sisters! I have had such a great time getting to know you two this year and I'm so proud of both you. I love you guys! Freshmen- I totally have a crush on all of you! You guys rocked my life. Don't get into too much trouble next year, and try to give the seniors a hard time, okay? I love all of you!

Mr. & Mrs. Brownlee- You guys are like my second parents, without you, I don't know how I would have made it through junior and senior year. You're the best advisors ever and don't worry, I'm totally going to crash your house after I graduate!

Nance, Sarah, Grace, & Adrienne- You guys have been some of my closest friends over the years and I love each and every one of you!

Margaux- After three years, you probably know me the best out of anyone. Your amazing and I love you! If our Stanford rooming plans don't work out, I'm going to miss rooming with you next year.

Alice- Let's do it! Validity... Pell Triple '10-'11

Ms. Demers- Between lacrosse practice, dorm, english exhibitions and Anchorman quotes you've been one of my greatest mentors since freshman year. I will miss all of our inside jokes. Thank you for everything.

Kelvin- You're my brother and my best friend. Not having you here senior year was hard, but with your advise I powered through. You're my role model and I aspire to be as strong-willed and kind-hearted as you someday. I love you.

Dear Men's XC, Yes, my senior page is looking really green today. Love, Meagan

Will- William, Baba... You are my best friend. You've always been there for me and I love you! You mean the world to me and I owe so much to you. When things got rough you were always there and I could always come to you. From our 10:00-10:30 dancing to disney music to Mock Trial to ichats over break you cant even imagine how happy I am that we are friends :)

Meagan Green
Sitting here staring at the rain
All that I can see is your face
I know that there's no way no place
That I can go to get away

On rainy days when I'm alone
And there's no place that I can go
There's no one I'd rather see
Than me with you and you with me

Watching you walk away
What else can I say?
I love you I love you babe
What else could I do?
I miss you I miss you I miss you

On rainy days when
And there's no place that I can go
There's no one I'd rather see
Than me with you and you with me

Come back the rain's pouring
Life seems like its spinning
Without you by my side
I need you in my life
Give up on trying to leave me
Just stop and believe me
When I say I wanna cry
When I say I wanna cry

On rainy days when I'm alone
And there's no place that I can go
There's no one I'd rather see
Than me with you and you with me

On rainy days when I'm alone
And there's no place that I can go
There's no one I'd rather see
Than me with you and you with me

Me with you
And you with me
Class of 2011
Third Form
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Class of 2013

IV Form

First Row: Grace Benjamin, Grace Seekins, Grace Saliba
Second Row: Troy Roosevelt, Katie Preister, Mason Lenord, Khary Dennis, Martin Millsapugh, Jake Myers, Graham Dworkin, Ike Amakiri, Jawar Kimbrough, Tolomo Bobatunde, Carolyn Dalrymple, Alec Hill, Henry Weaver, John MacIntosh
Third Row: Mr. Hammond, Dorcas Antwi, Charlie Roe, Robin Kim, Mary Wilson, Annie Imbrice-Moore, Katherine Haroldson, Sola Farquhar, Kara McDonough
Cesca Heisher, Maddy Thomas, Lucy Iselin, Emily Vooris, Maggie Rogers, Annie McClements, Ann Saline, Jay Patenaude, Haley George, Courtney Chang, Karen Lin, Casey Schuller, Selena Wallace
Fifth Row: Duy Anh Doan, Matt Griffo, Willy Meenan, David Ashpole, Lydia Bailey, Andrew Jarowenko, Peter Whitesell, Michael Ding, Bobby Moffitt, Byung-Jun Ha, Chattanya Singhania, Parker Williamson
Julio Ramirez, Ho-CHANT CHUNG, Will Moos, Thomas Cahill, Kevin Dowling
Sixth Row: Sam Kang, Jeff Rogers, Sky Jones, Austin Brady, Jack Bourret, Katie Toothman, Livvie Francis, Dayton Geddes-Key, Lucy Copper, Nina Labovich, Libby Lakeman, Emily Grohs, Bule Fox, Molly Belk, Rob Rasmussen, Ehogyari Trichen, Davis Hammond
Not Pictured: Sydney Easley, Florian Kania
Sixth Form

Class of 2011

FACULTY AND STAFF
It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge.
~Albert Einstein

Who dares teach must never cease to learn.
~John Cotton Dana

I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.
Chinese Proverb
Religious Studies: Gary Harney, Terence Gilheany, Nate Crimmins, Jay Hutchinson

Library: Lisa Myers, Donna Wallace, Noreen Tully, Carol-Ann Pala

History: Thomas Fritz, Emily Pressman, Wilson Everhart, Melinda Tower, Matt Carroll, Lindsay Brown, Michael Hyde
Science: Dave Myers, Mark Hammond, Dan O'Connell, Jennifer Cottone, Kelly O'Shea, Harvey Johnson, Eric Kemer, Peter McLean, Bill Wallace

Math: Jon Tower, Eric Finch, Harvey Johnson, Jory Kahan, John Higgins, Callen Hurtt, David DeSalvo, Jennifer McGowan

Admissions: Stacey Duprey, Mike Hyde, Louisa Zendt, Matt Carroll, Melinda Tower, Tony Alleyne, Diane Fagan
Modern Languages: Diahann Johnson, Donald Duffy, Ana Ramirez, David Miller, ChiaChyi Chiu, Lindsay Wright (Not shown: Julia Smith)

Classical Languages: Mary Kelly, Nathan Costa, Chris Childers

Business Office: Barbara Wilson, Carol Simendinger, Diane Winiarczyk, Kitty Hall, Debbie McGaha, Gwynn Wiley (Central Services)

School Store: Charolotte Beblo
SAGE (Dining Services): Ray Strawley, Katie Weir, Kelly Massett, Amy Hollis, Darlene Squier, Parris Harrison, John Murphy, Libia Bernal, Miguel Rivera, Ana Revere, Fruto Cantros, Silvia Torres, Mike Goldsboro, Robert Taylor, Gary Grose, Michael Scheerer, Norm Mead, Juan Rivera

Facilities: Julia Huffman, Melba Dickson, Sarah Binder, Larry Harris, Tammy Sample, Jesse Johnson, Ricky Lovern, Karen Waters, Melinda Goldblatt, Larry Taylor
Potter PELL:

Griffindor

Hufflepuff
the unruly wizards...

Slytherin

Ravenclaw

105
...and the professors that keep them in line.

"Wingărdium Levi-o-sa, not Wingărdium Levios-ar"
Potter Pellians:
most likely to...

Elsa-- marry a rich guy
Janee-- be a star in the WNBA shooting 3-pointers
Oriana-- be an Olympic swimmer
Bella-- be in a full body cast telling you the story for the 27th time
Charlotte-- run the torch for the Olympics
Bri-- be a bro doctor
Lydie-- cheer you up
Bridget-- beast the animal game
Zariyah-- walk the red carpet
Caroline-- become the next YouTube star
Louise-- be an a cappella-singing, volleyball-playing, basketball-shooting sensation
Nolan-- win pony finals but still have time to vacuum her room
Kirstin-- be besting all her classes
Emma-- go back in time and attend every single Beatles concert
Ysabel-- be a professional babysitter
Asia-- hide in your closet with a Nerf gun
Clara-- be melting hearts with her cute "Clara Charm"
Aly-- be a lacrosse brah
Megan-- become the next Broadway sensation
Moriah-- give you a hug
Lucy-- be the next Emma Watson
Allison-- sing in the shower
Taylor-- be America's next top model
Mollie-- learn how to crawl
Jamie-- star in High School Musical 12
Sara-- design her own fashion label
Bertie-- compose a song on her finger-sized drum kit while riding her scooter and wearing her sesame street hat
Ellen-- play you a record from her vast collection
Eunice-- become a professional designer, sketcher, and color-er
Meagan-- single-handedly sail around the world and still have a crush on you
Marzou-- teach every science class at MIT with her husband Tony
Alice-- run a marathon
Frannie-- smile
OmoLoLu-- be the first woman president to end world hunger
Crawford-- incorporate hip hop into southern culture
Sophia-- win So You Think You Can Dance?
Aisha-- be fluent in 26 languages and able to talk smack in all of them
Maya-- be a yoga guru and organize the Woodstock of our generation
Sarah-- win American Idol

Love, your seniors
To Our Sophomores:
It has been such a pleasure living with you guys. We couldn’t have asked for a better group of girls. On days that we had so much going on you reminded us to have fun. Thank you for a great year.
Love,
Your Seniors
Dancing Through the Decades
Upper Moss

Prepped Out in 2010
Maggie and Susannah

Classy in the 50’s
Kelsey and Emilia

Bummin’ in the 60’s
Bella and Jiani

Workin’ It in the 80’s
Joanie and Helen

Rockin the Jeans in the 90’s
Liza and Eliza

Stars of the 80’s
Sydney and Hayley

Peace in the 70’s
Lily and Aggy

Girls,

This year has been so much fun! All of you make dorm life incredible. Laughter on our dorm is contagious. You’re energy is refreshing and your personalities are outstanding. I will miss all of you so much next year. Good luck with everything! Keep in touch!

Love,
Mackenzie
Name: Bre Pierce
Nickname: Brizzle
Last Seen: Rockin' the onesie
Famous For: Threatening people in her sleep

Name: Irene Rajarigam
Special Talent: She doesn't really need one...
Last Seen: Studying...or at least pretending to
Famous For: Dominating the quote board.

Name: Morgen Ricketts
Nickname: Sassypants
Last Seen: Hiding Gabriel under her bed
Famous For: Eating Oreos after lights out

Name: Tapasya Das
Nickname: Tap Tap
Last Seen:...M.I..A
Famous For: A record long brush and wash routine
Name: Jessie Duncan
Special Talent: Quoting obscure tv shows
Last Seen: Catching stink bugs
Famous For: Keeping Tapasya in line

Name: Yeojin Kwon
Nickname: Kwon
Last Seen: putting an ice cream cake in the fridge
Famous For: Her "innocent" smile

Name: Celeste Lancaster
Special Talent: Her socca skills (balls ricocheting off of all body parts).
Last Seen: In her underwear
Famous For: Looking guilty

Name: Dia Nikoi
Nickname: Actually it's Dia
Last Seen: Chillin'
Famous For: Being Misunderstood

Good Times.
Love, Claud and George
WELCOME TO...

THE LOWER THE LATITUDE,
THE BETTER THE ATTITUDE.

ADRIENNE
AND
KATIE:
THEY
KNOW
HOW TO
KEEP IT
HOT!

LIZ AND
KARA:
DON'T
LET
THEIR
SWEET
LOOKS
DECEIVE
YOU...THEY
KNOW
HOW TO
LET LOOSE.

DEAR LADIES OF K

FROM THE GLEE
NIGHTS TO
HANGING OUT IN
THE COMMON
ROOM, WE'VE
LOVED GETTING TO
KNOW EACH AND
EVERY ONE OF
YOU. WE KNOW
YOU'LL BE GREAT
SENIORS NEXT
YEAR. MAKE K
PAPA, AND THE
BOYS PROUD! WE
LOVE YOU.

LOVE, AURORA,
ANNA, KATIE,
AND MOLLY
CHICKEN
We Love Our Chickens!

Annie and Robin: They let the wild side out, but the monkeys only come out at night.

Nina and Totani: Apparently this is what they wear to the beach. Keep the music flowin' girls!

Maggie and Lydia: Thanks for keeping it chill in the Zen Den.

Karen, the secret Diva, and Casey, the Troublemaker Schuller!

Aurora and Anna: Singles...ready to mingle!
SEUSSLAND
L Dorm 2010 - 2011

'have no fear, little fish,' said the Cat in the Hat. 'these Things are good Things.' and he gave them a pat.
- The Cat in the Hat

hop. pop. we like to hop.
we like to hop on top of pop.
- Hop on Pop

from there to here, from here to there, funny things are everywhere.
- One Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish
I am the Lorax.
I speak for the trees.
- The Lorax

'Styrty claus, why are you taking our Christmas tree, why?
- How the Grinch Stole Christmas

'My goodness! My gracious!' they shouted. 'My word! It's something brand new! It's an Elephant Bird!'
- Horton Hatches an Egg

When the star belly children went out to play ball, could a plain belly get in the game? No, not at all. You only could play if your bellies had stars, and the plain belly children had none upon thars.
- The Sneetches
Yo Wat Up.
It's Mein Dorm...
Hawlah Bak.

and boy do they look good.

So here are you junior and seniors.
Our Famous leader always on top, Mr. Everhart.
The foundation- Kervin, Andy, Alex, James, Robert, Dheruris, Will, John and Chae

We are Hillier. As you walk through the entrance of Founders and you hear a noise coming from above, the sound of laughter, and stomping it is probably the boys of Hillier. When you reach the top of the stairs you may see, Victor asking, "how may I help", Austin S. day dreaming of poker, Malcom giving his famous kisses, Evan and Austin playing ball, Jordan thinking about all his lady friends, Bo telling Ryan to stop eating his food, Anand bopping around, Danny singing, Chris arguing with a senior, Alex showing off his rocking body, Nathan and Noah playing video games, Daniel hugging his animals, James being James, Colin loving everyone, and Kelvin causing trouble. You guys always kept us seniors on our toes and we loved all of our times together. We wish you luck in the years ahead and make sure to never be to serious!

-Love your seniors
Austin. Victor

Malcom, Evan, Jordan

Daniel, Noah, Nathan

Sam, Doug

Anand, Danny

Bo, Austin, Ryan

Alex, Chris

James, Colin, Kelvin
Joe, YH, and TJ (Aaron?)
Odds they're asleep after 10:30: 27 to 1
Odds TJ breaks his neck on his unicycle: 5 to 1
Odds Joe has noodles: 4 to 1
Odds YH is playing Starcraft: 2 to 1

Emory, Aaron, and David
Odds they're asleep after 10:30: 1000 to 1
Odds of finding Waldo: 1 to 1
Odds David has popcorn: 2 to 1
Odds where's Aaron?

Henry and Reed (Aaron?)
Odds they're asleep after 10:30: 1 to 1
Odds Reed is the evil twin: 50000 to 1
Odds Henry has found a new TV show: 4 to 1

Brandon, Will, and Sang-Won (Aaron?)
Odds they're asleep after 10:30: 500 to 1
Odds Will uses the bathroom at 11:30: 1 to 1
Odds Brandon is taller than you: 1 to 10
Odds Sang-Won is smarter than you: 1 to 500

As everyone tries to use the bathroom one last time before they pretend to go to sleep, I go to Reed and Henry's room. Reed will brag about how Dez Bryant went to his old school, and Henry will inevitably have his laptop out after watching some TV show. Down the hall, TJ is yelling something while YH laughs and eggs him on. I can't hear what either of them are saying because Joe is making sure I understand how much better the Jets are than the Dolphins. In the next room, Brandon is getting into bed, tired from a long day in the gym, and Sang-Won is finishing up a call with his parents. Will runs in the room after me and tries to act like he isn't 5 minutes late to lights out. Finally, I enter the biggest triple on campus, where David is pleading for a joke while Emory makes his computer say "I love you!" Aaron is quiet while I'm in the room, but I'm fairly sure I'll hear him from the common room in 5 minutes. Finally, I sit down to watch The Daily Show. Over the next half hour, half the dorm will need a drink of water or a trip to the bathroom. Odds I would switch dorms: Infinity to 1.
Odds Peter wants a hug: 1 to 1
Odds a freshman is about to hand over some food: 1 to 1

Odds Tony is conscious: 438 to 1
Odds Nick isn’t on his dorm: 2 to 1

Odds this is a student: 5 to 1
Odds he has shaved in the last week: 60 to 1

Odds Fleming is the best dorm: 1 to 1
Teeth Time!!! Smoothies!!! Ping Pong!!! In Rooms!!! Childers!!! We be gentlemen, we be SCHMOLZE!!! Noodles before study hall, bedtime stories after, FIFA, and window shattering music. To all you men, we salute you! To Ms. Kelly as well, who braves the perils of boys dorm day after day. Men, stay wild, stay fun, but stay classy! And remember, always grab life by the horns! Grabis did...

Much love,
Chris, Charlie, Marco
The Gentlemen

Rep 300

The Candid Camera

21st Century Hermit

Prepin' for Bedtime Stories

The Combined Combo: Noodles and Chopsticks

Gangsterz

That's Just The Way It Is... Things Will Never Be The Same

305 Is FIFA

Classy Clowns
The Men of Baum Corridor
CLUBS

The Cardinal

The Cardinal is the school’s student run newspaper. It is a medium for expression by all willing writers and photographers, publishing articles from all different perspectives.

Syzygy Pictures

Syzygy Pictures is a filming organization dedicated to creating the most outstanding, dynamic, and splendidly phenomonal videos in the school. On numerous occasions, our fantastical prowess (and powers) became so manifest that we actually divide by zero. We all specialize in numerous skills from acting to sound effects. We aspire to achieve greatness, and to roundhouse kick anyone in our way. As well as making short films and shorts, Syzygy Pictures also assists in creating promotional videos, although no less magnificent. One day, the world will watch the galaxy explode in a whirlpool of iridescence and astrophysical reverie, all due to the debut of our master film.

The Pigeon

The Pigeon is a secret society of individuals devoted to the noble cause: no, the moral duty that is satire. The claim to membership is one reserved for the classiest, wittiest, and most learned in the craft of satire.

Independent Film Club

We put the “film” in “Independent Film Club.”

Communications Team

The Communications Team is a group of St. Andrew’s with talents ranging from journalism to photography to film. They aim to share their experience at St. Andrew’s, with students, parents and alumni.
The St. Andrew's Outing Club (SASOC) has been active at least since the 1960s, and we hope to encourage meaningful fun and learning outdoors; participants become more aware and appreciative of themselves and the natural world which supports them. The club has equipment for outdoor activities including biking, climbing, skiing, sledding, canoeing, kayaking, hiking, and camping. Annual trips include canoeing the Brandywine River, hiking and camping at Hawk Mountain, biking along the trails around Nokomis Pond, winter hiking along the beach in Cape Henlopen State Park, hiking and camping in Shenandoah National Park both during spring break and spring long weekend.

Cornerstone

Cornerstone is a group of students from all forms that meet with Amy Cooper, a representative from FOCUS (Fellowship of Christians in Universities and Schools), to discuss anything from what we students discussed in class to an insightful study and discussion of the bible. Cornerstone is not limited to Christians, but welcomes anyone who is interested in thoughtful discussion and fellowship.

Environmental Stewards

We seek to find ways to improve sustainability on campus through projects, dorm audits and meaningful presentations. We meet every Friday in the main common room with Doc McLean and our good friends Ben and Jerry.

Polar Bear Club

An open society limited to only the bravest, the Polar Bears exhibit the qualities of exemplary and completely sane human beings. Bravery, Fearlessness and Greatness are the attributes that presidents Lucy, Parker and Molly work to teach the school.

GSA

The Gay Straight Alliance meets biweekly to discuss news and issues both within the LGBT (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender) community and in the greater world community. Our mission is to promote equality, understanding, awareness, and discussion of the Gay Rights Movement and its relevancy, especially at St. Andrew’s. Not pictured: Co-president Emily Grohs.
Sista Space

SISTAPA spearheaded by students, this open forum for girls to talk freely, openly, seriously, heartfelt, and jokingly. It’s a space for the female population of campus to talk and eat. Mrs. Cotton’s Brownies Boys? Sure, we talk about them, but it’s not just that. We talk about life as a girl on campus and the situation of women in the modern workplace, at home, and in other environments. We invite you take a break from your burdened day to sit, laugh, listen, learn, and discuss. Every and any “sista” is welcome.

The Friday Breakfast Club

It’s Friday morning—so close to waking it through another week. 7:15. DeSai pulls up in front of founders, and a bunch of students pile in. We cruise on over to Sunrise Bagel, and over bagels, coffee, and chocolate milk we read Bible verses, talk about our lives, and offer support to one another. It’s a pretty good start to a (non-existent) weekend.

The 18 Minute Club

The 18 Minute Club isn’t a pedestal for great runners. It’s the first mile marker. In other words, keep running boys.

Admissions Interns

We tour people.

Student Diversity Leadership Conference

The brave and honest who lean into discomfort, speaking from the “I” perspective, and zealously exploring the many facets of Diversity and Inclusivity to better themselves and our community.
Indonesia In Need

Indonesia In Need is a club that is dedicated to raising funds for the disastrous volcanic eruptions that happened in Indonesia last year.

Amnesty International

Amnesty International is a global movement of more than 3 million supporters, members and activists in more than 150 countries and territories who campaign to end grave abuses of human rights. At St. Andrew's Amnesty writes letters and signs petitions in order to support social justice and human rights.

Friends of Africa

Friends of Africa is a community service club that strives to bring attention to disadvantaged countries in Southern Africa. Members of Friends of Africa raise money for SAS's sister school in South Africa, St. Marks, and SOS Children's Village in Botswana.

BECA

Bilingual Education for Central America (BECA) exists to promote cultural exchange and affordable bilingual education. Our volunteer-driven bilingual school model creates an environment in which Central American students learn from dedicated volunteer teachers, and those volunteers learn from the community in which they are immersed. BECA's society at SAS helps this amazing organization. The society is led by Kerwin Zamora (co-president and founder), Will B. and Marcus R. In future years, since Kerwin, Will, and Marcus are graduating, Celeste L, Selena W, and Mary W (new co-presidents) will continue with our goal to provide opportunities to children in Central America.

Help for Haiti

Help for Haiti has continued to be a thriving society, and with greater minds and ideas, this club is expecting great things in the near future. Ann thanks the Saint Andrew's community for its continuous support in Help for Haiti's efforts and looks forward trying again for our "Hands for Haiti" mission trip.
The British Club

'AS IS OUR CONFIDENCE, SO IS OUR CAPACITY.'
--WILLIAM Hazlitt

The American Revolution Club

The American Revolution Club is proud to fight British Tyranny at St. Andrew's in whatever form it may come. This year it came in the form of the British Society: a highly exclusive society that held tea parties to talk about British culture and was only open to people of British heritage. We wanted a club open to all, regardless of heritage, and thus we created the American Revolution Club: a club against British Tyranny. 'We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness.'

The Fellowship of the Ring

Group members left to right: front row: Jaragorn Patenaude, Collum Hill, Courtni Son of Gloin; Middle row: Meriadoc Marks, Ikewise Gamgee, Julia Baggins, Peregrin Seeksins, Aurorwen; Back row: Legala Farquhar, Lucowyn Shiedmaiden of Rohan, Lord Dennis, and Gandamily the White.

Dumbledore's Army

The Men of Movember

There are three kinds of men you must never trust: a man who hunts south of the Thames, a man who has soup for lunch, and a man who waxes his moustache.

Just a group of muggles looking to find some magic in their lives.
The Math Team

Students on the St. Andrew's math team come together to learn, to have fun, and to compete against schools across the state, all the while testing their abilities in outside-the-box thinking and problem solving.

Quidditch

The quidditch club gives St. Andrew students the unique ability to experience one of the wonderful pastimes of the wizarding world: quidditch. Complete with 4 teams, Slytherin, Ravenclaw, Gryffindor, and Hufflepuff, students battle it out on brooms on Sunday afternoons. Grab a broom and come down to the pitch, see if you can catch the snitch!

Saint Andrew's School Steppers

2011 was the premiere of the Saint Andrew's School Steppers (SASS), and Ann Satine is so proud that she was able to share more of her culture with the Saint Andrew's community. Step is derived from African American gumball dancing and each of SASS's performances displays stepping's roots and its modern interpretations.

The Musical Theater Club

Looking for hot young singles who sing showstoppers in the shower? Then the Musical Theater Club is for you.

The Water Ballet Club

The Water Ballet Club is a group of talented artists and athletes expressing their emotions through the beauty of movement as they become one with the water. Our focus on synchronized swimming really builds group cohesion, and we work well together as a team (especially with coordination of festive gear! WE LOVE SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING!)
One day, Alexandra discovered that she could create a conference on FirstClass. The minions were born. This is just the beginning.

The Gingers of SAS

21sted to show the world that we have souls.

OSQ-Foursquare Club

This ain't your ordinary playground game. Just try to get on our team. The Four Pillars of Foursquare:
1. Go big or go home
2. Play scrap
3. Eat for anything and everything
4. Know the rules or walk

The League of Extraordinary Conservatives

We miss you, W.

The Society Against Pants

Pants are a form of expression.
We cook your meals, we haul your trash, we connect your calls, we drive your ambulances. We guard you while you sleep....

We, the Neptune Pirates, are dedicated to the genius that is Veronica Mars, Ms. O'Shea's math jokes, and the merits of cats. Not pictured: 50% of our core group.
are you freaking out? 'cause I'm freaking out...

...we can help you with that.
Fall Play
Children's Hour
The Winter Musical

Directed by:
Ann Taylor
Babes in Arms

Starring: Forrest Brown, Nick Grunden, Sarah Kemer, Matt Scapardine, Megan Hasse, Maggie Rogers, and Lydia Bailey
WINTER PLAY

"BLITHE SPIRIT"
Seniors Maya Cave and Cam McDonald starred in a comedic horror full of ghosts, doctors and love. This success was greatly due to director Emily Pressman.
Jazz!
On Monday, Tuesday, and Friday nights, students and faculty gather in the dance studio to take hour-long ballet classes. Since many of the students started in September with no experience in ballet (besides the few classes most of them took from ages 3-5), we started at the very beginning—persistently practicing plies and tendus. Over the course of the year, the dancers have discovered the importance of discipline and commitment, improved their musicality and flexibility tremendously, and they have enjoyed Collin Brownlee’s fabulous array of bright and too-tight spandex shorts.....
Photography
Fall Sports
Dear Saints,
We had a fantastic season this year! Our final record was 6-7-2. Each and every member of the team played a huge role in our defeats over Caravel Academy, Westtown, Sanford, Friends, Smyrna, and Red Lion. With ten seniors on the team, senior leadership was no problem. Each senior brought competitive energy to practice each day. I speak for the entire team when I say that Madison Beres, Frannie Gurzenda, Ella Cahill, Grace Mott, Adrienne Fernandez, Nancy Lilly, Charlotte Taylor, Alice Johnson and Katie Keating will be missed next year. The juniors lift the spirits of everyone on the team, especially when they arrive to YAY-DAY in Viking hats and ski suits. I will miss laughing with all of you next year. Katie Toothman, Nina Labovich, Lucy Copper, and Mary Wilson you guys are awesome! The sophomores are a talented group of athletes. Celeste Lancaster, Joanie Oates, and Annie Pohl are game changers. I know you all will make great strides in field hockey next year! Small and mighty, the freshmen have made a huge contribution to the team this year. Emma Richardson and Megan Hasse are tough competitors and their future in field hockey is bright! I loved playing with all of you this year. I hope you remember our last Tower Hill game this season. This game was the best game of St. Andrew's field hockey I have ever seen. The hustle and heart from every one of you was inspiring! I know we lost 2-1, but we proved that we are able to compete with top teams in the state. We worked hard every second of the game and I was so proud to be part of the St. Andrew's field hockey team! Thank you Coach Wright and Coach Tower for a great season! Thank you Coach Hastings and Coach Rowe for your wonderful work with the Junior Varsity.
Congratulations to Junior Varsity's game successes this season! Finally, a HUGE thanks to John Klein for being not only our manager but also another member of our team! I will miss all of you next year! Keep in touch! I wish all of you the best of luck!
Love,
Mackenzie
I don't think I like waffles...

Who are we? Saints.
What time is it? Game time.
Dogs in the house.

JV

Nin, get your girls together.
This year's football team has had the exciting opportunity of building on the progress of last year's choppy and learning-oriented season. Although St. Andrew's won five of nine games last year, the team had to adjust to new coaches, plays, and the difficulty of having a limited number of senior leaders. With seven seniors and a host of talented underclassmen, this year we have had the chance to take bigger strides on the football field and in the conference. We kicked off the season with a satisfying payback win over the Delaware Military Academy and despite falling short of the conference championship, finished with a 6-3 record and a host of lasting friendships and memories.
Men's

With the largest and fastest team in St. Andrew's Cross Country history, this season was an amazing one. We started out the season as a huge, fast team. We ended the season as a huge, faster team. This improvement was highlighted in light of the fact that at the Parents Weekend race, our JV team would have nearly beaten out our varsity squad from last year. Not only was it a fast team, but one in which everyone had a great time and grew much closer to each other throughout the season. I don't exaggerate when I say with confidence that this season was something special that will always be remembered, especially by the Seniors who won't be returning next year. I am so proud of this team of 44 amazing guys, and I can't wait to see what the returning runners can do next year.
Cross-Country
GIRLS XC

REEL 'EM IN
GIRLS, REEL 'EM IN!

PUT 'EM IN
THE BODY
BAG
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Girls,
It was a great season, and we loved every minute of it. We ran strong, conquered Brandywine 3 times(!), and had some great PRs.

Everyone on our team runs a little differently: Erin with her arms flailing, Kara with her hair down, Lydia with a tray of cookies, Charlotte wearing a big bow, Georgina with her elbows out, Bertie does her "special" run, Sarah does her butt kicks after downing a jar of pickle juice, Robin stretches, Bri talks nonstop, Jamie busts out dance moves, and Clara keep us sane and sassy.

Remember what we learned this season: rock those tomato-red warmups with pride, and... PUT 'EM IN THE BODYBAG! Run fast next year!

Love,
Georgina, Erin, and Sarah

SAS Men's Soccer has had a great and exciting season this year! Our record does not represent the team as a whole. Captains, Kervin Zamora, Alex Lynch, and Henry Mellon left everything on the field for the team. Delaware’s rules, and injuries kept them from playing much, but they tried hard to be there for the team and to lead the team at anytime. Coaches Carroll and Kahan were hard on us; we can’t even remember how many times we heard Carroll saying, “on the line,” or Kahan saying, “on your horse.” However, they helped us to understand the game. It didn’t matter if we had seniors, juniors, sophomores, or freshmen on the team; because we were one this season. We learned how to play together, and how to support each other in any situation. As a team we fought every single game trying to represent St. Andrew’s. Even though we could not always score, we competed with passion and determination. Soccer taught us this season that if we are united and work as a team, we can achieve great results, and have a great time.

Boys, please remember that we had a great time together. Remember to keep the intensity up, and always try harder. Seniors, thanks so much for your great collaboration to this team. Coaches, thanks for a phenomenal season! Under formers, keep going next year and in the years to come make us proud, we believe in you!

-The Captains
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Soccer

Men’s JV Soccer (above): Back from Left to Right: Coach Callen Hurt, Troy Roosevelt, Willy Meehan, Sangmin Kim, Thomas Cahill, Bruno Baretta, Parker Williamson, Florian Kania, Emerson Whitney, Sam Kang, David Ashpole, Ricky Lee, Coach Jay Hutchinson
Front from Left to Right: Eric Peghini, Jordan Rogers, Malcolm Brown, Aaron Chang, J.P. Crowley, Chris Hanrahan, William Brown, Alex Bowman, Carter Speers

Boy’s Thirds Soccer (left): Back from Left to Right: Coach Bill Wallace, Reed McLaurin, Will Bowditch, Emilio Bernal, Pep Ruckpanich, Zack Meadows, Josh Choi, Charlie Scott, Lhagyari Trichen, Jerry Jana, Coach Harvey Johnson
Front from Left to Right: Victor Arriaza, Bo Miller, Emory Nolte, Anand Sundar, Noah Rickolt, Henry Thornton, Kelvin Cuesta, Austin Salley
Girls' SOCCER

(2010)
Saints,
This season was so much more than we could have ever imagined at the beginning of September. Our match against Baldwin defied everything expected of us. We played with heart, intensity, and passion for 100 full minutes, proving to everyone the definition of a team, and our willingness to work for each other. We loved every minute of our time on and off the field with all of you and couldn't have asked for a better group of girls to spend our last soccer season with. Our team unity ultimately allowed us to fight against teams that we never thought we could. The combination of our fearless first-year goalie, Grace, and our brick wall defense of Margaux, Libby, Annabel, Lucy, Aly, and Maggie, shut down countless opponents. The relentless crew of midfielders, Annie, Amanda, Claudia, Helen, and Eliza were the heart of the play, refusing to back down. Our ruthless forwards, Molly, Betsy, Caroline, Alexandra, and Cesca led us to victory scoring beautiful goals.
Coached by "open the floodgates" Demers and "put me in coach" McGowan, we learned a deeper love for the sport. Girls, never forget the call to overtime in our last game: sky darkening, fans lining the field, looking around the huddle to see the willpower in each of your teammates' eyes. It's been amazing. We love you,

Liza and Elizabeth
Volleyball 2010

Varsity

(L-R): Louise Marks, Tolani Babatunde, Taylor Graves, Liz Pomeroy, Aurora Leibold, Livvie Francis, Maddie Izard, Emily Troisi, Grace Seekins, Crawford Smith

Junior

Top Row (L-R): Dori Antwi, Charlie Roe, Maddy Thomas, Sola Farquhar, Maddie Fennebresque, Lisa Jacques, Jessie Duncan, Sarah Coyne; Bottom Row (L-R): Kristina Kassis, Emily Grohs, Bre Pierce, Ann Satine, Eunice Song
Bringing Home the Bacon

Dear Girls,

This season was amazing! We really exceeded our own expectations, and raised the bar to a whole new level. Y’all really made our last season memorable and we’re really proud of how much the team improved as a whole. To Louise and Taylor: thank you so much for joining the team this year. Your energy made the team so much more fun, and we hope you enjoy your next three years. To Maddie and Emily: you guys have improved so much this year. You always made us laugh on and off the court. To Tolani, Gracie, Liz. and Lizzie: when it comes down to it...all we can say is that y’all are beasts. We know that you guys will be great leaders next year and will continue to improve the team. To JV and Thirds: your potential is amazing and your improved skills are something that the program is really excited about. Your efforts were invaluable to practices and your cheers were so encouraging during games. We’re going to miss all of you guys, but just remember...keep bringing home the bacon!

Love,

Your Captains (Aurora and Crawford)

Top Row (L-R): Jiani Chen, Irene Rajarigam, Bridget DuFour, Janee Dennis, Jessie Duncan, Ysabel Coss, Eunice Song; Bottom Row (L-R): Zahriyah Wilson, Zhiting Fu
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haley</td>
<td>Captain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Lin</td>
<td>Beginner Digger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Ha</td>
<td>Digger #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>The Sower of Seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitesell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anh Ha</td>
<td>Senior Digger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin</td>
<td>Nurturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L-R: Karen Lin, Julian Ha, Haley George, Austin Brady, Anh Ton, Peter Whitesell
Mrs. Ross, Baby Ross
Winter Sports

basketball. squash.
Girls' Squash
Squash girls,

We could not have asked for a better group of people to spend our countless hours with in the van, enduring Molly's singing, Mr. Speers' intellect and comebacks, and Abigail's freshman-ness. We were proud of how each one of you rose to your own challenges this season, and fought for each of your matches. Together, we were able to conquer the powerhouse of Bryn Mawr, something that hasn't been done in 11 years. We can't wait to come back and see some awesome matches next year. Oh, and to summarize some of our season, we have decided to show you some of our expectations of the future:

Cesca Fleischer: Professional problem solver, impressing businessmen with her list of allergies
Liza Bayless: Teaching the Gilly dance and song to the world
Celestia Lancaster: Running into lampposts worldwide
Henrietta Goelet: Voicing for DreamWorks films, breakout role in Madagascar 3
Abigail Smith: Doubling for Taylor Swift by day, majoring in Hebrew Studies by night
Charlotte Mara: World champ at Bananagrams, but still a noob at ghost
Kara McDonough: Sweeping the nation with a newly famous two-handed backhand
Molly Belk: Backup singer for Miley Cyrus, still has the Bieber Fever
Omololu Babatunde: Modeling squash outfits, and leading a workout video that can be found in everyone's DVD collections
Kristina Kassis: Famous singer and songwriter, and still laughing at her own stories
Papa Savage Speers: 100 daughters and counting, still impressing them with his knowledge of historic figures

We love you! Let's do it, Henrietta and Liza
Boys Jv Squash (Back From Left to Right) James Loftis, Noah Rickolt, Doug McLaurin, Reed McLaurin, Sam Gowen, Parker Williamson, Coah Jory Kahan.
(Front From Left to Right) Andy Jeon, Alex Bowman, John Suh, Ben Egan, Will Maas
Boys Varsity (Back From Left to Right) Alex Lynch, Michael Ding, Graham Dworkin, Coach Chris Childers, Headmaster Tad Roach
(Front From Left to Right) Nick Derosier, Pep Ruckpanich, Riley McDonough, Z Roach
This season was straight boss. We loved every minute on and off the court. Let's just take a trip down memory lane, or shall we say Glory Road: Starting with a new coach, who included us in her engagement story (we're that special. See you at the wedding, Coach!) and a sassy new freshman who insisted we call her 'Ney (we opted for Jan), our season was underway. Nina, with her hammy clams, perfected the sideline three. Lord Farquar protected her kingdom on Defense. Libby takes the stomp-shot... the bank is open. Frannie "the Secret Weapon" Gruzenda proved that she could knock down any shot while Peety repeatedly beat the rest of the team in sprints (no one could beat her on the dribble).
We are just going to interrupt this journey to let you know that Grace Saliba made outstanding contributions to our team (RAINDROP!!!). Brizzle boxes out like an animal (sound effects included) while Brenda sinks the pull-up jumpers (FADAH)! Aly Berry prowled through the paint like a tigress all season. Shout out to Z, the fourteenth member of the team, to Ben Kang, to you we are forever indebted and to our coaches, the three best friends that anyone could have (and they'll never ever ever ever ever leave each other)! The price of taking you down Glory Road: 9 marks for being too loud in the library.

LOL (lots of love), Claudia, Elizabeth, and Amanda G. and chris?
Top Row: Coach Johnson, Arriaza, Bernal, Scott, Baker, Chiu, Hanrahan, Coach Alleyne, Miller, Brown, Akande, Dandridge, Cousar, Meadows, McIlvaine, Coach Tower
Bottom Row: Dan, Cuesta, Chang, Thornton, Lee
Bottom Row: Hines, Grabis, Amikiri, Speers, Armstrong
This year's basketball team has done well to build upon the progress made by last year's young roster. With three senior leaders, a handful of promising juniors, and several new underclassmen that have stepped up to fulfill important roles for the squad, the team has achieved winning record for the first time in several years. Highlights of the season include a satisfying comeback win over Wilmington Christian, a 32 point margin of victory against Wilmington Friends, and a chance to attend the state tournament for the first time since 2005. With an impressive new field house in the making and a talented group of young players ready to take up the mantle, the team is poised to achieve new heights.
Wrestling

The 2010-11 Wrestling Team ended up with a 3-5 record. But who cares about records? The real season was a far more exciting and successful narrative. The team improved with every miserable, sweaty, exhausting practice, persevered through many injuries, endured both hunger and early morning van rides to far away Tournaments, and at the end of the year every member of the Varsity and JV teams had many matches and moments to be proud of. Some highlights included: 3 DISC Champions, 4 3rd Place Finishers, 2 State Qualifiers, an Undefeated Season by two year Captain Austin Glessner, Medal Winners at The Bohemia Manor Tournament, The Halloway Tournament, and The King of the Hill Tournament, many dual match wins, and a last second JV quad meet put together by Coach Duffy that featured St. Andrew's JV wrestlers defeating wrestlers from Appoquinimink, Middletown, and Salesianum. Special Thanks go to Coaches Duffy and Carroll for their many hours of coaching and drilling, and selfless sacrifice of their afternoons driving us to other schools in a season that included only two home matches. Thanks also go to Fred Carpenter, who has been coaching Delaware Wrestling for approximately as long as Delaware Wrestling has existed. His good humor and boundless knowledge will always be needed and appreciated. Harvey Zendt and Jay Hutchinson also made several appearances in the room to contribute knowledge of technique and to help out with the Quad Meet. and Al Wood sacrificed roll upon roll of tape securing and treating various growths and rashes. Thanks go to all three men, and to everyone who made this season what it was. A final thanks also goes to this year's seniors on the squad: Austin Glessner, Taylor Hennessy, Bruno Barella, Chris Reisine, Dheuris Rodriguez, and Sam Lee. All of you led the team well by example.

To The Wrestlers: Well done. You made it through a season of one of the toughest sports there is, and you are a better person for it. There are too many success stories and tough wrestlers on the team to mention them all here, but you know who you are. Thanks for the memories and hard work. We hope to see you here again next year.

Love,
The Captains.
Saints.

This season has been incredible, from lane 1 across the pool to lane 6. The amount of effort and heart that everyone showed both in the pool and on deck cheering frantically for each other set the standard high for every team in Delaware. The meets that came down to the last relay demonstrated the determination of everyone on the team.

Even as we trained hard in the water, the most memories were made outside of the pool as we truly became not just a team but a family. Of our four years swimming for St. Andrew's, this one has been by far the best because of how close we became over the season, even if it made Mr. Crimmins laugh and Ms. Kelly feel awkward. From the first midnight practice to the spaz attack before the Middletown meet, this team has come together in a truly uncommon way to use the famous words of our beloved William James Wallace Jr.

We love you and good luck next year!!  --Your Seniors
"Heads up, keep fighting!"
--Coach Wallace

"It's not how far you swim, it's how far you swim FAST!"
--Coach Wallace
MOCK TRIAL- 3rd Place out of 29 teams!!!!
Dakota Skyy v.
Castle College and Morgan Petigrew

Plaintiff

Defense

Hastings Half-Marathon Training
Gerogina, Alice, Ms. Hastings
STUDY HALL - “Study is the bane of childhood, the oil of youth, the indulgence of adulthood, and a restorative in old age”
Walter Savage Landor
Senior Superlatives

Sarah Amos--Most Artsy
Ali--Most Boy Friends
Omololu--Best Crumper
Marcus--Sassiest
Bruno--Best Godfather
Liza--Best Squisher
Madison--Best White Dancer
Forrest--Best Voice Cracks
Ella--Most Honest Opinions
Maya--Best Massages
Alannah--Jamaican Me Crazy
John Cochran--Bob Marley Wannabe
Sean--Hottest Wheels
Elizabeth--Most Reliable
Adrienne--Most Argumentative
Amanda--Best Boarder
Crawford--Best Convincer

Henrietta--Top Fashionista
Arthur--Saltiest
Meagan--Best Calves
Nick Grunden--Kindest
Frannie--Best Smile
Jack Hain--Most Athletic
Tony--Best Movie Watcher
Claudia--Best Baller
Taylor--Best Procrastinator
Chae--Craziest
Alice--Most Studious
Peter Kang--Best Serenade
Kristina--Clumsiest
Katie Keating--Biggest Flirt
Sarah Kemer--Best Jazz Voice
Sam Lee--Best Newb Pwner
Robert--Best Piano Man
Andrew--Best Shoes
Aurora--Fastest On The Water
Nancy--Future Spy
Anna Lim--Best Princess
Margaux--Most Time in the Water
Carter--Skinniest
Alex Lynch--Best Captain
Sophia--Most Graceful
Charlotte Mara--Best TV Show Watcher
Charlie--Best Producer
Alex Matthers--Best Facial Hair
Cameron--Best Ellen DeGeneres Hair
Jamie--Chillest
James--Character Award
Petey--Best Laugh
Grace--Most Giggly
Mackenzie--Most Athletic
Erin Gerrity--Best TV Show Quotes

Marco--Best Italian
Jameson--Best Eyes
Plautz--Best Shirts
Isha--Best Smack Talk
Will Rehrig--Best Dressed
Chris Reisine--Most Likely to Disagree
Dheuris--Best Rapper
Georgina--Most Organized
Matt Scaps--Cleanest
Courtney--Most Laid Back
Dee Simons--Best Canadian
Charlotte Taylor--Most Jovial
Whiting--Tallest
Anh--Smallest
Nick Watson--Best Boyfriend
Jerome--Most Changed
Kervin--Most Devoted Soccer Fan
Austin--Most Likely to Get a Pin
WINTER STORM WARNING!

Winter Storm Warning from The National Weather Service

Winter Storm Warning for Middletown, DE

...WINTER STORM WARNING IN EFFECT FROM 7 PM THIS EVENING TO 9 AM EST TUESDAY...

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE IN MOUNT HOLLY HAS ISSUED A WINTER STORM WARNING FOR SNOW...WHICH IS IN EFFECT FROM 7 PM THIS EVENING TO 9 AM EST TUESDAY.

* LOCATIONS...THE PHILADELPHIA AREA OF SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA...SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY ALONG AND SOUTHEAST OF THE ATLANTIC CITY EXPRESSWAY...THE NORTHERN TWO THIRDS OF DELAWARE AND MUCH OF MARYLAND'S EASTERN SHORE.

* HAZARD TYPES...SNOW. THERE MAY BE A LITTLE SLEET AT THE BEGINNING BUT IT WONT LAST LONG.

* ACCUMULATIONS...3 TO 5 INCHES OF SNOW.

Mr. Bill Bright
MACKENZIE PEET

You're the Greatest!

We love you,

Mom, Dad & Spencer
CARTER LOVEJOY

CONGRATULATIONS CARTER WITH LOTS OF LOVE, MOM, DAD, STUART AND SARAH
We Love You Aurora!  
So proud of the woman you've become! May all your dreams come true!  
Congratulations on all of your accomplishments!  
Mom, Dad & family
The Many Faces of Meagan...

Congrats, Sweetie!
You did it!

Lots of love,
Mom and Dad

Jerome K. Wright

We are extremely proud of you, the sky is the limit!

Love,
Mom, Kiani and Storm
WAY TO GO, CHARLIE!!

Love and Best Wishes,
Friends & Family
Hitch your wagon to a star, and go Claudia!

We love you, Mom, Dad, Pemberton and Jean Prentice
Madison Beres

How did it get so late so soon?
It's night before it's afternoon.
December is here before it's June.
My goodness how the time has flown.
How did it get so late so soon? -Dr. Suess
We are so proud Madison!
Love, Mom and Dad

Nancy Hale Lilly

Woo hoo! We are super proud of you! Can't wait
to see all the adventures that the next chapter brings.
Love you lots! Kiss, kiss.
Mama, Bella & Daddy
CONGRATS ON YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS AT SAS! GREAT OPPORTUNITIES ARE AHEAD OF YOU AND WE ARE ALWAYS BEHIND YOU.

THE FAM

SWIMMING
labradors
beach
field hockey

Katie Keats

... way to go, Georgina!

and Go Saints!!!

Congratulations to Georgina and the Class of 2011

Love,

Mom, Marshall, and Alexandra
Congratulations Sophia

With all our love
Mum, Dad, Erin and Daniel
Our cute little baby grew into a beautiful & kind young woman. We are so proud of you Kristina!! Now that you've earned your wings, fly away and “Catch a spirit”. We love you so much,
Mom, Dad, Jess and Rami.
Chae Jeon

Congratulations Chae!

We are very proud of you.

Love
Mom and Dad
Forget about the days when it's been cloudy, but don't forget your hours in the sun. Forget about the times you've been defeated, but don't forget the victories you've won. Forget about mistakes that you can't change now, but don't forget the lessons that you've learned. Forget about misfortunes you've encountered, but don't forget the times your luck has turned. Forget about the days when you've been lonely, but don't forget the friendly smiles you've seen. Forget about plans that didn't seem to work out right, but don't forget to always have a dream.

By Amanda Bradley

You've come a long way baby!!!! We're so very proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Anthony, Alex, Salina, Sophie and Bella
Jameson Hunter Pesce
we are so very proud

with love, Mom, Dad & Brianna
"Keep on shining, keep on smiling, don't lose faith, and don't lose heart... Remind yourself, you're a shining star... Don't ever lose that light in your eyes!"
~Lee Ann Womack

Erin, the light in your eyes is so brilliant. It comes straight from your heart and we have all been so blessed by it! As you make your way in this world, know that our love is always with you, that we are proud of you and wish for you courage, faith and love, wherever this life takes you, whatever you do.

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Caitlin, Tommy and Jimmy
AKA TOOKIE...

You did it....!  
Well done.

With love  
Mummy and Daddy  
Eloise and Pots  
xoxo
Congratulations, Nick!

Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.

- Mahatma Gandhi

We Are So Very Proud of You!

Love,
Dad, Mom and Andy
Alannah

Walk low for now
Step small but sure
Build confidence
You'll feel your wings
Measure the hours
No more to spare
For trivial things
Are snares that keep
You bound to earth
Time spent alone
You won't regret
Mind meditates
Time liberates
Grow strong in Love
Grow past your fears
Keep dreams intact
The day is young
Sun's hardly up
You own your life
You'll know the time
To flex your wings
Look to the sky
Expand your mind
Nurture your soul
Flex stronger still
Get set to fly

We love you so much
Alannah!
Daddy, Mummy,
Rachel, Natalie,
Toussaint, Bebel,
Jacob, Laila
e Diana
Maya Rose Cape

"In every job that must be done
There is an element of fun
You find the fun and snap!
The job's a game
And every task you undertake
Becomes a piece of cake..."

Congratulations on a job well done!
Love you always, Mom, Dad & Aija

Nicholas Moore Watson

"Live in the present, remember the past, and have faith in the future."

We love you and are always so proud of you. Congratulations!

Mom, Dad, Wren, and of course Hunter!
Taylor Hennessy

Love, Dad, Mom, Olivia, Michael & Harvey
Congratulations, Marco!

“Anyone can start, but only winners finish.”  
Author Unknown

“Life is a journey, not a guided tour.”  
Author Unknown

Love,  
Mami, Papi und Eric Peghini
Gator,
Life was a bore until three became four!
We are extremely proud of you.
Always remember....
"think good thoughts."

We love you.
Mom and Dad
Kings, Peter, Mais
Austin, and Sally
We Love You, Tony!

Mom, Dad and Ian
Congratulations, Cam. We love you!

Mom, Dad, Ben, Paige
Ella Cahill

"It is the journey, not the arrival, that matters."
Montaigne

Ella, congratulations on a wonderful odyssey.
Love, Mom & Dad
Thomas, Jack and Charlie

Forrest Brown

Congratulations! We’re so proud of you! We know you will work to make the world a better place. May the Lord bless you and keep you.

We love you!
Dad, Mom, and Malcolm
“Let nothing dim the light that shines from within.”

Charlotte Chalmer Taylor

with love & great pride,
Mama & Daddy
Kelsey, Katelyn
Caroline, Kristina
Congratulations, Alice!

You're poised for a great run!

Austin Glessner

Congratulations Austin!

The years go quickly as we watch you grow into the fine man you are today. We are so proud of all your accomplishments!

Love, Mom, Dad, Ross and Shane
“Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brothers to dwell together in unity.” Psalm 131:1

We love you Jack!
Mom, Dad, Laura, Lily,
Zoe and Faith

Falling Creek Camp
Marcus Sebastian Bailey

It is not living that matters but living rightly. We are very proud of you! Love, Mum, Dad, Lydia, Grandma and Grandpa
To our wonderful, witty, wacky, sharp-as-a-tack, loving, thoughtful, talented, intriguing, adventurous and beautiful Sarah....... 

Congratulations!

We love you SO much!

Mom, Dad and Nate
May the Angels protect you
Trouble neglect you
And Heaven accept you when it's time
to go home
May you always have plenty
Your glass never empty.......

May your tears come from laughing
You find friends worth having
With every year passing they mean
more than gold
May you win but stay humble
Smile more than grumble
And know when you stumble you're
never alone
-Lady Antebellum and Jim Brickman

We are so proud of you and we love
you!

Mom, Dad, Torry, Billy and Liv

Congratulations to the class of
2011
Margaux Lopez

Congratulations and Best Wishes!

Love, Mom, Dad & Pierce
We are so proud of your accomplishments and very excited about your upcoming adventures.

"...YOU'RE OFF TO GREAT PLACES!
TODAY IS YOUR DAY!
YOUR MOUNTAIN IS WAITING
SO...
GET ON YOUR WAY."
-dr. seuss

Love always and forever,
Mom, Tia, Ann Marie and Rick

Thank-you St. Andrew's!
Congratulations Frannie
& The Class of 2011

Love...
Mom, Dad & Susie

Thank You
St. Andrew's
"I have called you by name...you are mine, precious and honored in my sight." Is 43

With His love and ours,
Mom, Dad, Carolyn and Eddie
Liza Bayless

Congratualtions Liza.
You are amazing!!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Robbie and Paige
It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us..... As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.

Marianne Williamson: Our Deepest Fear

Congratulations Dee. We are so proud of you
Mom, Dad & Big Game
SEAN MICHAEL CROWLEY

CONGRATULATIONS SEANIE BOY
IT'S BEEN FUN WATCHING YOU
GROW, MOW AND ROW!
GOD BE WITH YOU ALWAYS.
LOVE- MOM, DAD,
DJ, JOHN, SHANE & AIDAN

Congratulations Jamie!

With all our love,
Mom, Dad and Kate

Many thanks to St. Andrew's
and
best of luck to the class of 2011!
Congratulations, Arthur!

We are so proud of you, and can't wait to see what you do next.
Thank you, St. Andrews!

Love,
Dad, Ashley, Tom and Roy
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IT'S BEEN FUN
--SENIOR EDITORS

MARGAUX LOPEZ
WILL REHRIG
MEAGAN GREEN
NANCY LILLY

(GOOD LUCK WITH 17741)
VI Form